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ABSTRACT

The acoustic-internal wave interaction in an acoustic waveguide
is investigated using wave techniques. Refractive index fluctuations
due to the vertical displacements of the internal waves create an in-
homogeneous waveguide. The analysis uses weak scattering theory based
upon the Rytov perturbation technique. It is found that the internal
wave .field acts as a diffraction grating in permtting only certain
scattered acoustic waves to propagate through the waveguide. Since
the internal waves are continuously distributed in wavenumer space,
the acoustic fluctuations become a statistical average with a bias
toward particular spatial internal wavelengths.

The multimode nature of acoustic propagation precludes the linear
relationship of internal wave statistics to acoustic amlitude and
phase fluctuations. Assuming statistical independence between ampli-
tude and phase fluctuations within a mode and between different modes,
it is shown that the total phase-rate fluctuation is a weighted sum
of the phase-rate fluctuations in the individual modes.

Using a statistical internal wave model (C. Garrett andW. Munk,
Geophys. Fluid Dynam., ~, 225-264 (1972)) predictions of acoustic
fluctuations are made. Over much of the internal wave frequency band
the slope of the phase rate frequency spectrum is between -0.5 and
-1.0. The depth dependence for the mean-square phase rate fluctuation
has been found. Largest fluctuations occur for shallow and deep re-
cei vers . The predicted fluctuations, compare favorably with experi-
mental data.
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i.. INTRODUCTION

The passage of an acoustic wave through an inhomogeneous medium,

such as the ocean, results in the presence of amplitude and phase

fluctuations at the receiver. In an acoustical study these fluctua-

tions may themselves be the quantity of interest or may instead be an

. undesirable by-product of the propagation path which seriously de-

grades the usefulness of the received signal. In either event, an

understanding of the fluctuations and their causes is important in

the study of underwater sound propagation and in the design and

operation of underwater communcation and detection systems.

Many mechanisms have been postulated to account for the observed

acoustic fluctuations. Acoustic waves propagating over long paths in

the ocean undoubtedly encounter many different types and scales of

spatial and temporal variations in the medium. It is un:Likely, there-

fore, that one theory will be able to predict all the characteristics

of the acoustic signal present at the receiving hydrophone.

Early work on acoustic fluctuations has drawn heavily from its

counterprt in electromagnetic propagation through the atmosphere.

The literature contains numerous references to propagation through

an infinite medium containing random, spherical inhomogeneities or

homogeneous, isotropic turbulence (Ellison, 1951; Mintzer, 1953, 1954;

Batchelor, 1956; Chernov, 1960; Tatarski, 1961; Tatarski, 1971). The

emphasis in most of the acoustic studies was to predict amplitude and

phase fluctuations at high frequencies and short ranges given the

statistical nature of the turbulence or inhomogeneities.
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The application of theories treating isotropic turbulence or

random inhomogeneities to long range acoustic propagation in the ocean

is a questionable procedure. Because of its density variation with

depth, the ocean can be considered essentially as a horizon,tally strati-

fied fluid. Most oceanic motions are therefore likely to possess dif-

,fering spatial scales in the horizontal and vertical directions. As

such, the assumption of variations in the medium possessing isotropic

properties will limit a theory IS range of validity in the ocean.

Recent acoustical studies at low frequencies and at long ranges

have suggested that phenomena other than turbulence or inhomogeneities

may be responsible for the observed acoustic fluctuations (Kennedy,

1969; Steinberg ~ aL., 1972; Spindel ~ aL., 1974; Stanford, 1974;

Clark and Kronengold, 1974). The investigations have shown that on

time scales of the order of several miutes or greater the acoustic

phase is fairly stale while the acoustic amplitude exhibits a random

character and fluctuates rapidly. Theoretical analysis predicts that

temporal characteristics of amplitude and phase fluctuations due to

turbulence or random inhomogeneities should be comparable (Chernov,

1960). Furthermore, experimental results have indicated that the

principal cause of acoustic fluctuations over long ranges are dynamical

processes in the ocean which are spatially coherent over many wave-

lengths of the acoustic signal (Steinberg eta1., 1972), while spatial

scales of isotropic turbulence or inhomogeneities in the ocean are at

most on the order of meters (Liebermann, 1951; Benilov, 1969). It is

rèasonable therefore to hypothesize that som~ other mechanism(s) is
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responsible for acoustic fluctuations in long range propagation studies.

Some of the mechanisms whiCh have been proposed include tidal influ-

ences (Weston et~, 1969; Urick ~ al., 1969), ocean currents effects

(Franchi and Jacobson, 1972; Franchi and Jacobson, 1973), current

shear (Sanford, 1974), biological activity (Weston, -='~, 1969),

Rossby waves (Baer and Jacobson, 1974), and internal waves (Lee, 1961;

Barakos, 1965; Chuprov, 1966; Weston and Andrews, 1973; Porter ~ aL.,

1974; Weinberg ~ al., 1974; Mun and Zachariasen, 1976).

An aco1;tic wave propagating through anyone of the above men-

tioned meChanisms will experience amplitude and phase fluctuations.

For short range single path conditions the acoustic fluctuations can

be directly related to the oceanic fluctuations. In moderate and long

range propagation a hydrophone will detect acoustic signals arriving

from may paths. The interaction of the various meChanisms with the

multipath transmission structure causes a tie-varying multipath inter-

ference at the receiver. The measured fluctuations are thus due to the

direct interaction of the inhomogeneities with the acoustic waves as

well as the spatial and temporal modification of the multipath structure.

Internal gravity waves generally are believed to be the dominant

force causing oceanic motions and environmental fluctuations with time

scales on the order of several minutes to many hours (Garrett and Mun,

1972; Garrett and Mun, 1975). Tyical spatial scales of internal

waves range from tens of meters to tens of kilometers horizontally

and meters to hundreds of meters vertically. Their large scale motions

and their ~ervasi veness throughout the world' s oceans would likely
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dominate the acoustic effects of any other inomogeneities in this

frequency-wavenumer band. As such, this study will investigate the

nature of acoustic-internal wave interaction on long range acoustic

propaga tion.

May investigators have studied various aspects of the effect

internal waves have on sound propagation. These have consisted of

field experiments, theoretical studies, as well as laboratory ex-

periments. The field experiments have found significant acoustic

fluctuation energy at time scales where internal waves are expected to

be present and have revealed that the spectral energy of amplitude

fluctuations contains a higher frequency content than that of the phase

fluctuations (Clark and Kronengold, 1974; Spindel ~ aL., 1974). Much

of the theoretical work has simplified the acoustic-internal wave

interaction by treating the case of a single sinusoidal internal wave

located at the interface between two different density fluids. This

has been the approach adopted by Barakos (1965) and Malyuzhinits (1959)

in their theoretical studies and Barkhatov and Cherkashin (1962; 1963)

in their laboratory experiments concerned with the scattering and

refraction of an acoustic plane wave by an internal wave. Assumng

finite thickness for the internal wave Lee (1961) and Katz (1967) have

developed a three layer model which they have studied using ray acous-

tics and computer simulations. Their analyses have shown that internal

waves can cause significant focusing (and defocusing) of the acoustic

signals resulting in large amplitude fluctuations. Stanford (1971)

has developed a model which separates the horizontal distance between

t
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the source and receiver into fluid colums in which each has a dif-

ferent width, mean sound velocity, internal wave magnitude, and inter-

nal wave frequency. The model phase-modulates the acoustic signal

and produces fluctuations which agree quite well with his measured

data. Using geometrical acoustics, a bilinear sound velocity profile,

and horizontally varying internal waves introduced by numerical tech-

niques, Deferrari (1974) predicted the horizontål scales of internal

waves that most strongly affect an acoustic signaL. He showed that

internal wayes with wavelengths comparable to the acoustic ray cycle

length would produce large phase fluctuation at the internal wave

frequencies. Also using geometrical acoustics Porter !: a1. (1974)

developed a theory for acoustic-internal wave interaction based upon

the internal wave model of Garrett and Mun (1972). With the assump-

tion that the influence of the internal wave on the acoustical wave

is concentrated over a small depth, they predicted phase and amplitude

fluctuations as a function of space and time which basically agree

with actual measurements. Recently, statistical models of the inter-

nal wave field have been utilized with ray acoustics (Mun and

Zachariasen, 1976; Dyson et al., 1976) in an attempt to explain fluc-

tuations of single path (Ewart, 1976) as well as multipath (Clark and

Kronengold, 1974) propagation experiments. The close agreement between

the theoretical predictions and the actual data lend strong evidence

to the belief that internal waves are the principal cause of acoustic

fluctuations in this spatial-temporal band.

\.
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Most of the studies of acoustic-internal wave interaction men-

tioned above have been based upon ray (geometrical optics) techniques.

Acoustic phase fluctuations are assumed to be caused by changes in

travel time for rays passing through refractive index fluctuations.

Amplitude fluctuations generally are interpreted as being caused by

- teporal variations in multipath interference as the rays pass through

the internal wave field. The theories based upon geometrical acoustics

suffer from the usual limitations of ray methods. Among these are:

1. the restriction to high acoustic frequencies

2. the limitation to small index of refraction variations

over the distance of an acoustic wavelength

x

3. the failure to represent accurately the field near turing

points, caustics, and focal points

4. the failure to account for diffraction effects .

Weighted against the limitations and deficiencies of ray theory are

its ease in implementation as well as its clear physical interpretation.

Nevertheless, since geometrical optics is in fact an approximation to

the wave equation, it would be desirable to study the acoustic-internal

wave interaction from the wave point of view.

The existence of a minimum sound speed at amid-water depth in

the ocean creates an acoustic waveguide which can support sound

propagation over very long ranges with little attenuation. Since

horizontal sound speed variations are usually small compared to the

depth-dependent variations, most acoustic propagation studies in the

ocean involve the assumption of a horizontally stratified medium. Any
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refractive index perturbations induced by the internal wav~s become

superimposed on the static sound speed profile. Under the assumption

of horizontal homogeneity and isotropy, the internal wave field's

interaction wi th the sound speed profile creates a stratified in-

homogeneous waveguide which is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic

\)
within a horizontal stratl.

x
It has long been known that inhomogeneities in a waveguide can

strongly affect propagation through the duct (Isakovich, 1957;

Lapin, 1958, Samuels, 1959; Clay, 1964; Pierce, 1965). Under the in-

fluence of the waveguide, the inhomogeneities cause scattering to

take place in discrete directions. As a result, both the incident

and scattered waves can propagate through the waveguide with little

attenua tion.

At the receiver a complicated multimode structure will be present.

Each incident mode is capale of generating a complete set of scattered

modes each with a different ampli tude and phase. Numerical techniques

are necessary for determining the full multimodesumtion but it will

be shown that only a few of the scattered modes contribute appreciably

to the sum. The effect of the multimode structure on acoustic fluc-

tuations will be discussed. It will be shown that, unlike amplitude

and phase fluctuations, the total phase rate fluctuation can be simply

related to the phase rate fluctuation in the individual modes.

A statistical representation for the internal wave field based

on the work of Garrett and Munk (1972; 1975) will be used in this

study. As such, the stochastic nature of the internal waves will
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create a random inhomogeneous waveguide thr~ugh which acoustic waves

will proj;agate. '!e density stratification in the ocean permts the

existence of internal waves and leads to their h,ighly anisotropic

behavior whereby horizontal scales are typically an order of magnitude

larger than vertical scales. The induced refractive index fluctu-

ations are assumed to be caused by the vertical motions of the internal

waves. Linearized theories of internal wave motion reveal that the

refractive index fluctuations are. greatest near the top of the main

thermocline and generally decrease with depth. Tyical values for the

fluctuations of internal waves in the main thermocline are a rms verti-

cal displacement value of 7 meters and a resultat rm perturbation on

the refractive index of 5 x 10-4 or approximtely i'meter/sec.

As is suggested by the small refractive index fluctuations, in-

ternal waves represent a weak scattering process to acoustic waves.

The scattering does not occur at discrete points but rather it taes

place thro.ughout the weakly inomogeneous medium. A perturbation

techique known as Rytov's method lmethod of smooth perturbations

(Tatarski, 1961)) will be used in the determation of the scattered

waves. The modification of Rytov's method as it applies to an inhomo-

geneous waveguide and the range of validity of the weak scattering

process will be discussed.

Before treating the actual ~ariable-sound-speed waveguide in the

ocean, we shall perform a prelimiary analysis on two dimensional and

three dimensional isospeed waveguides. '!is will permt us to interpret

the nature of the acoustic-internal wave interaction while laying the
,\.
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mathematical basis for the general waveguide with depth-varying sound

speed. Superimposing typical refractive index fluctuations induced by

internal waves will allow us to model theisospeedwaveguide as an in-

homogeneous waveguide. Stralghtforward analytical expressions will be

obtained for the incident waves, scattered waves, and the acoustic

fluctua tions at any poin t in the waveguide.

The transition from the two dimensional isospeed waveguide to the

three dimensional isospeed waveguide to the three dimensional variable-

sound-speed waveguide involves increasing degrees of complexity. The

anlysis in the two dimensional waveguide results in plane waves with

trigonometric functions for the elgenfunctions. In the three dimen-

sional isospeed waveguide we assume cylindrical symetry which leads

to cylindrical waves and expansions in term of Hankel functions.

The elgenfunctions are .again in trigonometric form. The three dilln-

sional variable-sound-speed waveguide also involves Hanel functions,

but exact eigenfunctions can only be determed for special sound-speed

profiles. We shall use the WK approximation to permit the treatment

of more, general sound-speed distributions, although we shall as'sum

a bilinear squared-refractive-index profile for comparisons with ex-

perimental data.

The random nature of the internal wave field precludes the pre-

'.cise determination of the acoustic field at any time or point in space.

Based upon the theoretical internal wave model of Garrett and Munk (1972,

1975), statistical estimates of the acoustic fluctuations will be deter-

mied. Root-mean-square multimode phase rate fluctuations will be cal-
,

culàted and compared with actual experimental values. The similarities

, '
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and differences will be analyzed and the various possible model

modifications will be discussed.

The thesis is structured in the followi~g manner. Section 2

contains the statistical internal wave model and discusses the in-

duced refractive index fluctuations. Section 3 is composed of the

acoustic model with a treatment of the perturbation techique and

with a discussion of the inhomogeneous waveguide. The two dimen-

sional and three dimensional isospeed waveguides are treated in

sections 4 and 5. Section 6 contains the discussion of the multi-

mode waveguide. The analysis of the variable-sound-speed waveguide

and comparisons with exprimental results are in section 7. Section

8 contains the conclusions of the thesis.

, '.

,\
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2. INTERNAL WAVE MODEL'

The existence of internal waves is possible in any stratified

medium where the density varies as a function of depth. Motions in

the 'ocean and fluctuations in environmental parameters (such as tem-

perature and salinity) with periods between the buoyancy and inertial

periods are generally considered to be caused by internal waves. The

waves cause significant horizontal as well as vertical variations in

the ocean with horizontal scales on the order of tens of meters to

tens of kilometers and vertical scales from meters to hundreds of

meters (Garrett and Mun, 1972).

Due to the stratification of the ocean, the linearized equations

of motion for internal waves can be separated into horizontal and

vertical components. The equation for vertical motion reveals that

internal waves can estalish modes in the vertical direction with

frequencies restricted to lie between the buoyancy (Brunt-Väisälä)

frequency N and the inertial frequency w. (Phillips, 1969). Thei
Brunt-Väisälä frequency is the natural frequency of oscillation for an

element of water which has been transferred adiabatically from its

equilibrium depth to an.other depth. It is a measure of the gravi ta-

tional stability of the water colum or the magnitude of the density

stratification and may be imaginary in some instances indicating an

instaility in the water (Eckart, 1960, p. 60). The period of o~cil-

1ation varies typically from a value of tens of minutes near the top

of the main thermocline to several hours in the depths of the oceans.

Th~ inertial frequency sets the lower frequency bound for internal
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waves with its period given by the expression 12 hrs/sin e where e is

the latitude of interest (e.g. 24 hours at 300 latitude). The horizontal

component of the equations of motion reveals that the internal wave

modes propagate horizontally with wavelengths determined by dispersion

relations.

Internal waves have been found to exist throughout the world' s

oceans. Some of the mechanisms attributed to the generation of in-

ternal waves are atmospheric disturbances, flow over an irregular bot-

tom, tidal forces, shear flow, and surface wave interactions (Phillips,

1969). Measurements and observations of: internal waves have been made

by may investigators and various theories and ideas have been proposed

to explain their effect.

In 1972 Garrett and Mun proposed a statistical model that con-

taned the essential features of the internal wave field in the ocean

(Garrett and Mun, 1972). It has subsequently been modified and re-

fined (Garrett and Mun, 1972). Their model proposed a universal

frequency-wavenumer spectrum for in ternalwaves throughout the world' s

oceans. Frequency and wavenumer spectra that have been measured at

various places, times, and depths exhibit differences from one another.

The Garrett and Munk (GM) model proposes that nearly all the frequency

and wavenumer spectra fallon the same universal curve when appropri-

ately scaled by the local Brunt-Väisäiä frequency.

Under the assumption of a stationary homogeneous, and horizontally

isotropic internal wave field Garrett and Mun have postulated an

analytical expression for the horizontal wavenumer - frequency energy
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density E(a,w). In dimensional form the 1972 expression is

E7i (ot)W)

3 3
4fB NoW¿
~1lW (WZ-W:)

for Ú). ~ ú. ~ N (l)
(.

and o((tW)~ O(~ i'/'YW)

o . otherwise.
2.1

In equation 2.1 j is the numer of modes containing energy at the

inertial frequency and a (.1) (w) is the dispersion relation for the

lowes t order mode:

dei)(W) (Lù2_wt)lZ~No . 2.2

In fitting this expression to actual observations, Garrett and Munk

have chosen the dimensionless constant E to be 21TX iO-S and have taken

j to be 20. The quantities Nand B are associated with their choice
o

of an exponentially decaying Brunt-Väisälä profile to model most of the

world IS oceans

N (r) No exp (- riB). 2.3

The projection of the energy density spectrum on the frequency axis

exhibits a peak at the inertial, frequency wi and a sharp cutoff at

the local Brunt-Väisäiä frequency N (See Figure 1). In the 1972 model

Garrett and Munk assumed that all modes from 1 to 20 were equally

excited and that the wavenumer dependence was constant up to a high

wavenumer cutoff .
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SPECTRAL
DENSITY

E(a,w)

Wi

I
j a(1)(w)

Flgure 1:

//

N

FREQUENCY
w

. .~,

\
\

1972 Garrett and Mun model, for the spatial and temporal

distribution of the energy spectral density. Sharp. . ( )'cutoffs occur at w = N and a = ja 1 .
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Recognizing that some refinements were needed in their 1972

model to explain subsequent data, Garrett and Mun proposed their

1975 model:

E7S (d)W) =

3 3 2.5l'EBNo(J¿ (0/%)
1.t7rw (W2-W:) o(+iX* for úJi~iJ~N

o othe:rise.

In equation 2.4 j* is a mode scale numer (chosen to be 6) with its
associated wavenumer

0(* ( úJ )
Yz

iAI./-úJi~ ?BNo .

Most of the energy in the spectru is located in modes :less than j*

and wavenumers less than a*. For large wavenumers E75 (a,w) is

t" 1 t -2.5 'th h' h um toffpropor iona 0 a wi no ig waven er cu . The frequency

dependence is identical with that of E72 (a,w). The constant E is

again chosen to be 21T x 10-5. The energy densio/ representation in

horizontal wavenumer-frequency space of equation 2.4 can easily be

transformed to a vertical wavenumer-frequency representation by

E (p,W) = (E(tX)w)l dcXd~

It will .subsequently be shown that the contribution of vertically

propagating internal waves to the acoustic ~cattering is secondary

Ìl comparison to that of the horizontally prop,agating internal waves.

2.4

2.5

2.6
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As such, the precise nature of the vertical wavenumer dependence is.

not critical to the acoustic-internal wave interaction. We shall

later find it convenient to introduce a vertical correlation function

of the form exp (-z2/J, 2)z for the induced refractive index fluctua-

tions. The form chosen is not meant to model exactly the vertical

flucutations, but rather it gives a reasonable representation while

being analytically tractale.

Measurements of low coherence between vertically spaced sensors

suggest that many modes of varying amplitude and phase are being ex-

cited by the internal waves in each frequency band. Rapid and random

oscillations of the index of refraction are due to the small vertical

wavelengths of the internal waves and the small vertical correlation

scales. Garrett and Mun circumvent the problem of multimode smn-

tion by substituting the root mean square(rm) behavior of the vertical

wave function and by using a statistical description of the internal

wave field. In effect they have introduced a smoothing or averaging

operation over small intervals of depth while leaving intact the

slowly varing depth dependencies. In the horizontal direction the

internal wave field retains its properties of homogeneity and iso-

tropy. This replacement of the multi-mode structure by the random vari-

able representation permits spectral relationships to be estalished

between various variables without retaining the details of the compli-

cated vertical structure.

In terms of the mean square vertical wave function Z2 (z) , the

meàn-square vertical displacement 1;2 can be written as (Garrett and
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Munk, 1972, eq. 4.4; Porter ~ al, 1974, eq. 6) .-
5f N;2 i2(~) f (ol,W)

dddw5i - 2.7-

where Z2(l) lVo (Ll-(Ji~/NL'/
,.

Recognizing that

r == JJ~(d)W) del dw )

we' can relate the vertical displacement spectral density FE(a,w) to the

energy density spectrum E (a, w) :

rr (d,W) = NO-2 ZZ(I) r (cl)W) . 2.8

In terms of the 1972 and 1975 GM models we have

~7S (d)W)

3 z
l.E B No Wi'

á rr N w3

C, E B 3N 2. LJ .o (.

t;K-J( N w3

2.9

E (d)W) '-
~7Z

and

~.s

(d :~cJ

where the limits on frequency and wavenumer are identical to those

for the energy density spectrum. If we subs ti tute E72 (a, w) or E75 (a, w)

into equation 2.7 and perform the double integration, we obtain a root-

mean-square vertical displacement (E2) ~ of 7..3 meters near the top
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of the main thermocline (Le. where N(Z) = N ).. It is important to
o

note that rms vertical displacement is proportional to N-~ so that the

internal wave field will cause larger vertical displacements in deeper

wa ter .

Since the phase velocity of an acoustic wave is much faster than

that of the fastest internal wave (Garrett and Mun, 1972), a propa-

gating acoustic wave will experience a "frozen" internal wave field.

Internal wave fields sampled by rapidly towed instruments are also

considered to be "frozen." We could therefore expect both processes

to measure similar internal wavenumer spectra. The measurement of

vertical displacement by a horizontal tow in the x direction would give

the wavenumer spectra, N ~ .
F¡(c(x) = W;2 J dw tr~) JdoAE~"oIYJi.+E(-d.,dy,(,~6)0 00 ~', . - ' 2.10

Assuming horizontal isotropy,

E(~Jw):: Jffd. E(Oix/Xy)W))

and substituting
2-

lXy. =
Z 2

ol - olx
)

we can wri te equation 2.10 asN oø ~
~ (dx) = :i N:21('J dw'it) Idol ('/'01:52 f(el,w)

'£i, eXx

(see Garrett and Munk, 1972, eqs. 4.8 and 4.9).

2.11

If'we now substitute En(a,w) into equation 2.11 and perform the indicated
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integrations, the vertical displacement spectru becomes proportional

to a -2 over much of horizontal wavenumer space (Garrett and Munk, 1972,x

eq. 6.22). U 0 E ( ) th . ti 1 t -1.5 fsing 75 a, w e spectrum is propor ona 0 ax or
-2 5numers and a . for large wavenumers. Although the pre-x

small wave

cise details of the wavenumer spectra vary with the two models, the

general result is that spectral density levels decrease rapidly with

increasing wavenumer. We shall later use this result in explaining

why small internal wavenumers (large internal wavelengths) form the

major contribution to the acoustic-internal wave interaction

process.

The presence of internal waves will have a significant effect

on the sound speed distribution. The fluctuation in the index of re-

fraction due to the passage of an internal wave which vertically dis-

places an element of water at depth z by a distance ~ is (Munk and

Rosenbluth, 1973, personal conmunication¡ Porter et aL., 1974)6~ . # ( )
7 = £") Tpl: + l 3" S~ + "l r t~ l 2.12

where c is the sound veloci ty

T is the potential temperature gradientpz
S is the salinity gradientz

p is the densi ty

9 is the acceleration of gravity

E:,ß,y are constants.

The potential temperature gradient T is equal to the "in situ" minus
\ pz

the adiabatic temperature gradient. The third term in the above equation
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is the internal-wave-induced pressure fluctuations at a fixed depth z

and is reduced by the factor lip/p (~10-3) over the pressure fluctua-

tions experienced by a fixed water particle. This term is small in

comparison to the first two terms and will be neglected in subsequent

calcula tions .

The sound velocity fluctuations can also be related to the Brunt-

Väisälä frequency N:

N'(l . ~ fp-'p.. = ~(-¡, Tp~ + wSr) = -~h TPr (,- Tu.)

where Pp is the potential density

Ppz is the potential density gradient

h,w are volum expension coefficients

and Tu is the Turner numer = wS /hT .
z pz

The Turner numer describes the relative contributions of salinity and

potential temperature to the potential density stratification. The

fluctuation in the index of refraction can then be expressed as

() = ~l' = £ Hpi ( 1+ d7ü) = - N'f )l/j

where d is a constant much less than one and

)l £ (i + d~)
h (i - Tu) .

It is important to note that ii is not a constat since the value of

thè Turner numer can vary throughout the water co1ui indicating a

2.13

2.14

2.15
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varying T-S relationship.

We mentioned earlier that the root-mean-square displacement of

internal waves is proportional to N-~. For a constant Turner numer

the rms fluctuation in index of refraction then varies as N3/2. There-

fore the acoustic influence of internal waves is concentrated where N

. is maximum (usually near the top of the main thermocline), although the

3/2 dependence implies a significant influence throughout depth. Using

the rm vertical displacement of 7.3 meters at the top of the main thermo-

cline, the resultant rm perturbation on refractive index is 5 x 10-4

or approximately 1 meter/sec sound speed fluctuation.

Spectral relationships can be established between refractive

index fluctuations and vertical displacement fluctuations. Using

equations 2.14, 2.7 and 2.8, we can write

-
(J2 =

Nil Z 'I zrri - ((

1- f = 7: it l(i) E (rl,w)-= )) i= (",w)do¡Jw

2.16

where the refractive index spectral density F (a, w) is
a

L () L( 2 -Z -2 2-(. I
16 ol)W . N; ø No lil) l:-i~)W) . 2.17

In term of the 1972 and 1975 GM models we have

~7Z(oI,W)

3 Z 2 J
~EB NoLJi)l N

i1l 32 .w3

2.18

,\.
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and ~75 (ol,W)

3 2 2 3
'fB No úJiJ1 N

. 2 3
d1E 1( 3 w

2.5

C::J
where again the limits on frequency and wavenumer are identical with

the respective energy density spectrum.

All the previous discussions have assumed that the internal-wave

induced refractive index fluctuations have been caused solely by the

vertical displacements of the internal waves. In actual fact the

sound speed will also be perturbed by the horizontal currents associated

with the internal waves. These horizontal currents are on the order of

a few cm/sec (Mooers, 1975) with a corresponding refractive index fluc-

tuation of approximately 1 x 10-6. 3/2Because of the N dependence, the

refractive index fluctuations due to vertical displacements approach

1 x 10-6 for very deep water (5000 meters). Over the rest of the water

colum the refractive index fluctuations associated with vertical dis-

placements are clearly dominant over those associated with horizontal

currents, and we shall ignore the horizontal currents in this study.

\\
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3. ACOUSTIC MODEL

As was mentioned in the previous section, rm fluctuations in

sound speed due to the passage of an internal wave are typically at

most 1 meter/sec or less than 1 part in 103 change in the static

sound-speed profile. The continuous spatial distribution of internal

waves creates a medium with a weakly inhomogeneous refractive index.
i

The relatively small effect on the sound speed then suggests the use

of a perturbation approach in determing the effect of internal wave

activity on an acoustic wave field.

The stochastic nature of the internal wave field precludes any

.'

exact determnation of the acoustic field at any point in time or

space. The approximate solution offered by a perturbation expansion

will then only provide estimates of the field's statistical quantities.

Historically, two types of perturbation techniques have been used

in studies involving wave propagation through an inhomogeneous medium.

These are the Born expansion or the method of small perturbations and the

Rytov method or the method of smooth perturbations. As in anypertur-

bation techique, the solution to the full" problem is represented by

an infinite sunation of term in the perturbation expansion. The

usual perturbation solution, however, is to consider only the first

two term in the expansion. Although the inclusion of only the first

two term in the perturbation solution usually leads to a straight-

forward determnation of the wave field, the restriction to a limited

numer of term leads to a solution which possess finite regions of

validi ty and which breaks down in regions of nonuniform ty.
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ampli tude change of a wave whenever the phase and amplitude change per

wavelength remained small (Chernov, 1960; Tatarski, 1961). However,

examinations of the second term in the perturbation expansion revealed

a much smaller range of va li di ty for the first two term in the ex-

pansion than had been originally proposed (Pisareva, 1960). Much effort

has been expended in comparing the validity of the first order solu-

tions for the Born and Rytov methods. Although no universally accepted

conclusion has been reached, it is generally agreed that the first

order Rytov term fails to extend the region of validity for log-amplitude

measurements but does allow a more widespread region for phase calcu-

lations 0 It is important to realize, however, that the solution of-

fered by the first-order Rytov series represents the field resulting

from a single or weak scattering environment. A more precise determina-

tion of the acoustic variations would have to mvolve multiple scatter-

ing with its inherent complications. Nevertheless, a comparison with

experimental data will indicate that the weak scattering solution can

roughly predict the effect of internal waves on long-range acoustic

propagation.

The Rytov derivation shown below is adapted from Tatarski (1971).

It lays the basis for modifications required for propagation in wave-

guides and in stratified medium.

The acoustic field due to a point source in an inhomogeneous

medium can be described in term of the velocity potential cI with the

stadard wave equation

\\
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\72 cI - 2 ~tt -á"(t-~) 3.1
.

It is assumd that during the passage of the acoustic wave through a

region of internal wave activity the internal wave field is frozen in

space and time, although the refractive index fluctuations will vary

along the transmission path. The source term is denoted by

~.(~ -~)
-+

where ó is the Dirac delta function, c ..is the sound speed, r is thes. -+
source coordinate, and r is the observation point. Assumng a continuous

wave source of frequency w so thats

Ã\ ,,/i -iwst\l=Tt
)

equation 3.1 becomes

\12 '\ +

:a
Ws 1/i

7 r - S (t - r:) 3.2

The index of refraction n is equal to c /c where c is a refence soundo 0
speed. A perturbation expnsion can be made on n

n =. no + () + . . ,

where n is determnistic and due to the static sound velocity distribu-o
tion in space and a is stochastic and induced by the internal wave field

wh,ich is a random function of space and time. We note that a ~~ n .
o To

first-order equation 3.2 becomes
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V"t + ko2. (n: + :i no o-)-v -r(~-~)

where k =00 /c is the acoustic wavemnnber in a medium with referenceo s 0
sound speed c. Taking il = exp(p), equation 3.3 becomes. 0

t/ P + ivpt + k02 (n; + JrJoO-) := - ~ (f.~-~) .

Expanding p, so that p = p + Pl (where P .... P ), and equating termo 1 0
wi th equal orders of magni tude gives

z (2 Z 2
V Po + \7p 0) + to no - r(f- r;)

and
z

\J ~ + i2V~ Vp,
2

- J K'() nol)

Setting p = lnil equation 3.5 can be directly reduced to. 0 0

tf~o -+ t02 no2 ~o :: ~ S (r - r;)

which is the wave equation for a medium without fluctuations. The

first order equation 3.6 can be simplified by substituting

~ :: \A /'Po

which leads to
'.

\ . 1 2 2 2, /)
'V W, + Ko no \,, - - J lo YloCf '10 .

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

)
3.7 '

3.8

3.9
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This latter equation can then be solved by Green's function techniques

r. (f) = ) dr. f;( ,lro).i k: not '0) õCr) 'lJ-o)/"".( r)

('0

3.10

where G (r I r ) is the Green's function.o

The first order perturbation equation (equation 3.9) reveals the

nature of the acoustic-internal wave interaction. The equation is

recognized as an inhomogeneous Helmoltz equation where the driving

force or source term is composed of the zero-order field, the static

sound velocity profile, and the refractive index fluctuations induced

by the internal wave. The only solution is the inhomogeneous one since

the homogeneous solution is lumed into the zero-order field which is

given by equation 3.7.

Most previous studies involving wave propagation through an in-

homogeneous medium have assumed the inhomogeneous medium to be in-
r

finite in extent (Tatarski, 1971; Liu, 1968; SCheltzer, 1966). The

inhomogenei ties cause a scattering of the incident wave which results

in the presence of amplitude and phase fluctuations at any point in

space. The assumption of an infinite inhomogeneous medium is probably

valid for short range studies but must be seriously questioned for

long-range acoustic propagation in the ocean.

\ It has been known for many years that sound energy can propagate.
\

for thousands of kilometers in the ocean with little attenuation. This
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property is due to the depth-varying dependence'of the sound speed.

Under the domiant influences of temperature and pressure, sound speed

profiles typically, exhibit a minimum at some mid-water depth with in-

creasing sound speeds toward the surface and bottom. Horizontal varia-

tions of sound speed are usually secondary compared to the vertical

variations so that acoustic propagation studies usually assume the

ocean to be horizontally stratified. The structure of the sound-speed

distribution causes acoustic radiation to be strongly refracted within

the water colum so that a waveguide is established. Acoustic energy

that reflects off the ocean surface or bottom becomes attenuated and

scåttered in many directions. As a result, most of the acoustic energy

reaching a receiver which is farther than a few hundred kilometers from

the source will have been totally refracted through the waveguide.

The presence of any fluctuations in the water colum (such as

those due to internal waves) will likely affect long 'range acoustic

propagation. As was indicated previously, the principal effect in-

ternal waves have. on acoustic propagation is to cause a displacement

of the isotherm with their motion resulting in sound-speed variations

in space and time. These perturbations induced py the internal wave

field are superimposed on the static sound speed profile in the waveguide.

It has long been known, both theoretically and experimentally,

that the presence of any inhomogeneities in a waveguide can cause large

variations in the wave field supported by the duct. This phenomenon

occurs since both the incident wave and the scattered waves resulting

from the inhomogeneous region can propagate through the waveguide for

very long distances (Isakovich, 1957; Nayfeh, 1974).
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We shall later show that the effect of an internal wave in the

waveguide is equivalent to that of a diffraction grating. Scattered

waves will only result from an acoustic wave incident to the internal

wave at a certain angle. With a continuous wavenumer spectrum of

internal waves, a given acoustic wave will interact with only those

. elements of the internal wave field which satisfy the scattering con-

di tion of the diffraction grating.

In the termnology of mode theory the sound-speed variations caused

by the internal waves can be considered as secondary sources for normal

modes of varying wave numers. A transfer of energy occurs from the

incident normal wave of a specified mode numer to the scattered waves

of different mode numers. In order to travel for long distances with

little attenuation the scattered waves are restricted by the waveguide

to propagate in certain specific directions.

The resultant acoustic field in the waveguide is then composed

of the sum of the incident and scattered waves. The field is a com-

plicated mode interference sumtion with many incident normal modes

possible, each of which can generate a set of scattered waves. For

simplicity the restriction to forward scattering will be made as is

suggested by the relatively weak sound-speed inhomogeneities induced

by the internal waves and their larger scale sizes as compared to

acoustic wavelengths. We should realize, though, that at very long

ranges backscattered contributions will become significant so that the

forward scattering solution no longer remains valid.

\. In order to determne the acoustic field in an inhomogeneous wave-

gude by means of Rytov's method, it is necessary to modify the solution
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for the first order term as given by equations 3.6 - 3~10. At every

node of the incident norml mode we note that ip = O. It is then
o

evident from equation 3.8 that the first order perturbation term (and

all higher order terms) will become infinite at these points. This

is a physically untenable result and is due to a singularity of the

standard Rytov method at that point. This singularity in the Rytov

method can be treated by a straight-forward procedure. Any norml

mode in a waveguide can be considered as a sum of two traveling waves

which are propagating vertically as well as horizontally through the

waveguide. A given mode is therefore treated as two incident waves

each of which interacts with the internal wave field to produce

scattered waves (Lapin, 1958). The standard Rytov method is applied

to each of the incident waves, the first order scattered field is

determined, and superposition is used to determine the total scattered

field due to the mode.

The sound field in a waveguide without inhomogeneities can be

expressed as a sum of normal modes

'f := ¿ 1Porn
tf

3.11

Each zero order mode ip can be broken into an upward and downward
om

traveling wave in the waveguide, ip · and ip II respectively. Each ofom om
these waves and the scattered fields which they produce can be examined

by equations similar to 3.6 - 3.10. With the subscript one (1) under-

stood, the first order term resulting from the upward traveling incident

\.

wave is given by
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,

pm
-- 'v '/ 'm ~m 3.12

where W i satisfies
m

'\2'W~ -+
2 i i

Ko no 'Wrr
~ "1 i I

-02 /(0 no (J rom 3.13
.

Similar expressions exist for the scattered waves from the down-

ward traveling incident wave. The total acoustic field in an inhomo-

geneous waveguide resulting from a set of normal modes m can then be

expressed as

1f 2 ( t~
p. '

em + 'l " e Pm 1/ )Om ) 3.14
m .

We have attempted in this section to construct the acoustic

model which will be used in this study. The effect of the internal wave

field will be treated as a weak scattering process with the acoustic

fluctua tions being determned by the Rytov perturbation techique. The

induced refractive index fluctuations cause an inhomogeneous waveguide

.~o be created where both incident and scattered waves can propagate to

long ranges with little attentuation. In the sections that follow we

shall investigate the nature of acoustic-internal wave interaction in

various acoustic waveguides. We shall first examine the two dimensional

,
,
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isospeed waveguide, since the interaction process can be clearly

understood and since analytical expressions can be readily obtained.

,\,
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4. TWO DIMESlOOALISOOPEED WAVEGUIDE

'!e nature of the acoustic-internal wave intereetion in long range

proIlagation studies can be revealed by treating the case of a static

h~09eneous waveguide with a free surface and hard bottom. Wi thin the

waveguide the sound velocity is assumed to be constant over depth and

range. The isospeed waveguide permts fairly simple analytical ex-

pressions in describing the acoustic field while retaining the peculi-

arities of waveguide propagation.

As was mentioned earlier, the passage of an internal wave causes..

a vertical displacement of water with a resultat variation on the sound

velocity field. Since the homogeneous waveguide contains constant sound

speed water, refractive index fluctuations must be introduced artifici-

ally. These fluctuations will simulate both the dynamcs and the stati-

stics of internal-wave-induced refractive index fluctuations in a real

ocean. '!e perturbations on the sound speed create an inhomogeneous

waveguide which is then treated wi th the Rytov perturbation techique.

'le analysis of the acoustic-internal wave interaction in the isospeed"

waveguide will be undertaen with various degrees of complexity. These

will range from the simlified problem of a single incident acoustic

mode in a two-dimensional chanel interacting with a single frequency

internal wave to the general problem of multimode sumation in a three-

.. dimensional waveguide with a continuous spectrum of internal waves in

wavenumer-frequency space.

The case of the two-dimensional isospeed wavegude as shown below

will first be treated.
\
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FREE SURFACE
2=0 x

· (0. 2s ) ,2
lJ~m

2=0
HARD BOTTOM

Figure 2: Two dimensional isospeed waveguide. The velocity potential

in mode m is decomposed into two traveling waves ij 'and ij ".. . om om
Neither the properties of the artificial internal wave field nor of the wave-

guide are assumed to be a function of the 
coordinate y,' so that all motion

occurs parallel to the x-z plane. A continuous wave (CW) source of frequency

w is assumed to lie within the waveguide at a location (O,z ). The induceds s
refractive index fluctuations are assumed to be horizontally homogeneous.

In the absence of internal waves the acoustic field at any point in the

waveguide can be described by a sum of normal modes.

1\/1 ( ) '- 111 · I tolii¥
't 'Y,:: == ¿: rtr -= -f 2: 01,. hm (:i) n", (=ts) em m 4.1

where the ortho-normal eigenfunctions are

~2
n",(:z) = (J/p) ;Ji'n 'n,.i
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and the horizontal wavenumer of the m th mode is a. The orthonormli ty
m

condi tion for the eigenfunction is

p

5 hll(i)hl1 (i) di:
o i~) n =f rn

n==YJ
')

For a free surface and hard bottom the eigenvalues are

)'~ = (m - ;) ~

where the mode sumtion extends from m = 1 to m = CD 0 Substituting the

eigenfunction value into equation 4.1 gives the norml mode sumation in the

isospeed channel

, ~

'\(X,r) ='-r Z
1) m~i

, S;n ~:z ~in t, rso/m

iølmX
e

i'

. 4.2

Instead of the multimode acoustic field given by equation 4.2, let us

first consider a single incident mode of order m encountering a region

of internal wave activity. In order to apply the Rytov perturbation pro-

cedure the incident mode m must be decomposed into two traveling waves

(ll i and 1/ "in Fig. 2 ) which are propagating in the positive and negativeom om
z directions. The restruction to a single incident mode generally leads to

a non-realistic solution for the acoustic-internal wave interaction since

aii effects of multi-mode sumtion are lost. Nevertheless, the solution will

be of value since in many natural waveguides one mode is more strongly excited

than others. In addition, the decomposition of the mode into two traveling

waves leads to the geometrical optics problem of two ray interference in the

waveguide whose solution has previously been determned (Porter ~ al., 1974).
\
From equation 3.14 we have the two first order equations
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v2w""' + vZ 2, i,or f-o no \Nrn
2. " /, i

;l Ko YJ 0 ó' 'rom
4.3

and
2. II Z 2 ''

V w", + ~ no 'v", 2 'Ill "
- J Ko YJo t5 fot1 4.4

In the isospeed channel the depth-dependent index of refraction n is a, 0
constant equal to one but we shall retain it in the equations for generality.

The incident mode il has been decomposed into two plane waves il i andom .. om
1/ II whereom

'Po tf '
rsin Y,i./J.,", \)) exlri Gl",X -l )'",l)J

4.5

and
"'"," == - r Sin ¥", l. /2"l ",))J e XI' ¡ i ~",y - Y", l ) J

4.6

The internal-wave-induced refractive index fluctuations, denoted by a, are
r

a function of space as well as of time.

In order to solve equations 4.3 and 4.4 we must first determine the

boundary conditions which W i and W II satisfy in the waveguide. The wave-m m
guide in Fig. 2 with a free surface and hard bottom requires tlat

1/ = 0 at z = 0 (pressure release surface)

and 31//3z = 0 at z = D (zero vertical velocity)

Sincè every mode in the waveguide can exist independently from each other,

we then have
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and

11 = 0m

a1l /az = 0
m

at z = 0

at z = D 4.7

If we now consider equations 3.12, 3:.i4) 4.5 and 4.6, we can then determine

the boundary conditions on W ' and W ". At z = 0 we havem m

'I~ el(p (W",'/il,j + (' e)lp(w",'/V.j - 0

But 1por.l -: - tlY U at z = 0 (equations 4.5 and 4.6), so that

Wtr' == - VIM" at z = 0 4.8

At z = 0 we must also have continuity of particle velocity between the upward

and downward traveling waves, so that

dVm' 1P II'0 m-
d:t ê)è at z = 0

i)~ i d 1/O)l

i'

Noting that Om at z = 0, we have
()l: 'dr

u\.l'''"
'Jl

;)WI0 II

'J :c
at z = o. 4.9

At z = D we can use the eigenvalue relation

)'m = (m - -l Jl

to show that

"l' ,,/, 'IOll - 'lO)t

and ôt~/dr - -:t~' /;;L at z = D

We can then use these two equations to prove that
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'v ' :: \./ "m Wm
'/- "/.ëJWm/;J:t :: - 'd'Wm IJ2

at z = D 4.10

and at z = D 4.11

To solve for W ' and W " it is convenient to introduce the functionsm m
1\

W -: 'W m' -t w wi" (J (I J.
"" I iI
W = 'W - \./m VV l1 4.12

which then satisfy the boundary conditions (combining equations 4.8 - 4.11)

A

\N -

dW I'd?:

dW/l)~ =: 0 at z = 0

and I'W -= 0 at z = D

The two first order equations are now

21\ Z 2"
V W + ko no w - ;i Ko2 (J 0 (J (1f; + ik~') 4.13

and v'-w + to2YJo2 iw - - ;lKo2 no t5 (~~ - 'k~i 4.14

The solution to equations 4.13 and 4.14 can be found by two-dimensional

,.
Green's functions, where the Green i s function for Wwill be different from J

'"
that for W due to the different boundary conditions. We then can write

. W (x,i ¡C) = -JÒ, ~Jx.dl'ô(X"l,~(~.~(l, t.)+ il~ (x.,~ ç.~ (i:,l 1X.1,) 4.5

~?o

1l~ W(ì:.i;~= - 2k'.'ri.jfJxik,ô(i.,l.tft (~'liJ- f (x,ilOJ Gw (X, i-I X,,~') 4.16~~ '
where the Green's functions
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G- w (Y, l I Yo ,io) aid Gç; (x,í'll'lc)

satisfy 2
\! Gii N

't1W

+ £2 G" N ~ - r~-Xo)S(:l-lo) .
WJW

In equation 4.17 ô is the Dirac delta function. Assuming only forward

scattered waves, the appropriate Green's functions are now

. ø "t."rJlK- 'Ko)
G A (v -l/'I l ) = 1- c: -i sin '6:( Sin ~ r-o eW"', "'c, 0 t) ¿ ol 11n:i tl

and
. · Q1 , id" (x-xJ

Gw (i~,-i (io,:io) -= ~ ~ ~ Ces 'll cos 't,,:¿o e
.

4.17

4.18

4.19

Subs ti tuting equations 4. l8 and 4.19 in to 4.15 and 4. 16, we can then deter-

mine the expressions for W ' and W ":.. m m

\\

, '
"

l
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Recalling that

I 'f, I
Pm = V/ml t",

II ' N "
, Pm :: vJm i~~ )

and

t = ~~ exp (P./) + t,.," eXf (f',j

we can now obtain an expression for the field in the waveguide due to the

incident mode m:

~IlJ X/iit) = i

. ~p ,( y. j. £e:",X f . Z ~ L \r4-tim).I-ÁQ
SIr ì'"ls e . Y l _ ig ~ -l dv dl ôl (~~)e

5'/J Q. D L. cl "'0 0 hmrl/otrt 0 PI n::, t1, 00

L K. Z n lb r( L'(~" -ti"iXX- Yo) L

· ('fi aD ' ~ ~.)) dx.Jl, 11 b...2(i,)e J 4.2000 '
In deriving equation 4.20 we have used the trigonometric identityifl c:e ( l' J

t - t -: i i SJ~t I1-B) tXf i J (11+ B)) ,

The quanti ties h 1 (z ) and h 2 (z) are given bymn,o mn 0

h (lo) -: COS(~m-~n)io S'ir,('L-t,)l + COS (~,.+Y,,)to Si,¡()'",-tr,Jl
"'" I

and h (tl)) = COS(Y",-Y.,)to Ce5(~I'-i;)l + CDS(~If+Y,Jio CO~(ti-+t,,)lIt"Z

\
,
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Comparing equations 4.2 and 4.20 we can immediately ascertain that

in the absence of internal waves and their associated refractive index

fluctuations, the two equations become identical. In equation 4.20 we

shall interpret the amplitude fluctuation for mode m as the modification

to the eigenfunction so that sin (y z) becomes
m

2 . z () ;.XSD i(ol"-J,,Xt-iJJS/~ "lit - (,~ 110 ~, d J 6' h (~)¡O0" v ~I ~ 00 Xc; -to h1n¡ 0 \. .

The phase fluctuation S (x, z, t) is given by the expressionm '
Stt (l,i.t)

2
Ko no--

D

l) (( i (Oi"-ol,,XX -X, )

Z -; )) dxo dl:o Ô hml12 (To) e 0~ "~ . 4.21

The expressions above that we interpret as amplitude and phase

fluctuations contain real and imaginary parts. The imaginar amplitude

term then becomes a phase fluctuation, while the imaginary phase term

becomes an amplitude fluctuation. However, as we shall now show, the

imaginary terms are quite small and we shall neglect them in the sub-

sequent analysis.

Both the amlitude and phase fluctuations for one incident mode

involve an infinite suntion of scattered modes. We shall shortly

demonstrate that the dominant term in the sumtion are those with

n ~m.,', We can then ignore the (y +y ) term in the expressions for' m n
h 1 aiid h 2 since they will be rapidly varying in the z integral~, ~, 0
with their net effect being smalL.

'. Let us now exae the fluctuations arising from two scattered
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modes, n" m + 1 and n = m - 1. Since

Y", - ~_, == - ('6,. - D",l,) and 01",., - cX1I ~ - (olmll - ol~)

)

we can write the double integral for the amlitude fluctuations as

. 2
L Ko 110--

øl ¡t 'D

%P . ( )
5f S ( )' ( l old I- Yo) rJXo d?:o 6 L CDS 0c, £:0 Sin 't4 -l) e00 . ( )J

-uxrl x-~o

+ CDS (- 't11 ro) sl-n (- ~11 :z) e,

where we have set

)'0 - Y - "¥ 0/4 - d. - ç; and11 "'-1
) nt-I "" )

-l l\ "" -l
i)",_/ "' 0(",+, "" d""

'le double integral can now be simplified to a form containi?g all

real term:
z

_ ;Zllo 110

0(11 D

~D

)r ito dio () CÐS(~ l)S- I~ ("ll) sl-flldii (X-XoJJ ,
00

An analogous expression can be easily derived for the phase fluctuation.

The above analysis can be. generalized to any pair of scattered modes

whose mode numers are equidistant from the incident mode numer. We

are therefore justified in identifying the amplitude and phase fluctu-

ation term in equation 4.20.

In section 6 we shall show that the derivation and interpretation

of amplitude and phase fluctuations in multimode propagation becomes

quite complicated. Under several assumptions, however, the total phase

rate fluctuation can be related to the phase rate fluctuations in the

individual modes. We shall therefore concentrate our attention on the

phase fluctuations and their time derivative.
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Equation 4.21 indicates that the determination of various statistical

quatities such as the mean-square phase fluctuations will involve a

sumation of scattered cross-mode term. Each scattered mode will propa-

gate through a different z:egion of the random internal wave field. Due

to the small vertical correlation scales of the internal waves, we shall

assume the scattered modes to be uncorrelated from each other.

The nature of the acoustic-internal wave interaction process is re-

vealed by considering the effects of the internal waves to be concentrated

at a depth zT(Flgue 3). This situation corresponds to a two layered

medium and approximates a highly stratified ocean. The Brunt-V.iisälä

freq~ency N(z) is assumed to be zero everyhere except at z = zT.

The expression for the induced refractive index fluctuations is then

6(xo/~o,-t) r(lo) ~(io - lT) 6'(Xo,-t)

where ô is the Dirac delta function

and r(z ) is the magnitude of the refractive index fluctuations at z =o .
Integrating over depth with the delta function, we then have

2 ~ '( i(d,,-olIfX:t- Xo)
S'm lx, l;) = K";" ~, r(:z) hrnnt (i'T)#n ldx/J('k.,.¡ e . 4.22

z .
o

Assumg stationarity and horizontal homogeneity for the internal wave

field, the mean-square value for the phase fluctuations is

,Slm 5", (X1l,i) Smf- (Xi l,-t) 4.23
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o N(Z)
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Figure 3: Brunt-väisälä profile for a two fluid medium.
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where the overbar denotes statistical ave~ages and the asterisk *

indicates the complex conj,ugate.

If we assume the scattered cross-mode term to be uncorrelated, the

mean-square is given by

;tJ) .11 )~ . (I 2 (( i ~..-drl 'Xi
~ (X,-t,-t = Ko'ly/o2/V2 ~ rl(~)h"'f/i(lT)l:))dXolKI f6'(X2,i)e1I,1 00 4.24

where the correlation function for the refractive index fluctuations

has been substituted:

ß (:ti,-t) ô(~o, 't) 6'*( X; 1 t+-t) 4.25

wi th x2 = x 0 - xl'

Using the Wiener-Khintchine theorem we have

(( . ¿(dx X2 + Wi)
ß- (Xi,-t) -=)) dolx dw ~(dxJ"') e

-00
4.26

where F( a ,w) is the spectral densi ty for the refractive index fluctu-a x

ations. Substituting equation 4.26 into 4.24, we can then write

X X It 0(-)
s. = ~ H... (LT) J dxo Idx'J dixx dw ~(oIx ,W) e' dxf"~-"n X. 4.27

where U"",(~T) -: KoY noZ rZ(lT) h",l1: (tT)/-P"ldri2

Let us now change the integration variables to x2 andx3 where

\\
:i" = :t ( :t 0 + X) .
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The Jacobian of the integral transformtion is equal to one. If we

assum that the correlation distance for Pa(x2) is .:.: x, then we can

extend the integration lim! ts on x2 to :! 00 without contributing a

significant error to the integraL. The limits of integration on x3

are 0 to x. Reversing the order of integration yields

2" Ct '( ~ i r i:(olx+ot..-dn)X;i
S",- ~ I-.,.i~) llK~)2 ddxdw ~(ol.~¿dX, e 4.28

,

we have ?WI

= ;¿ TT r(olx +cXwi-oli-))

() 0/
- ;; rr t;, i-..n (;!~i5 d "x dt, ~ (oIxyJ .r ~x + d.. - dn J.

5() J £.'(otx +ol,.-olnJXz~X2 e
-co

Recognizing that

4.29

The presence of the term

$ ( otx + olm ,- eXn)

wi thin the integral in equation 4.29 indicates tht the spectral densi ty

for the acoustic phase will contain a series of "spikes" at wavenumers

where
0/'1 :: I r:rn - tint

,

A diffraction grating is therefore created whereby the acoustic field

selects those internal waves whose wavenumer satisfies

olx :: /olm-oly¡l

If the acoustic wave encounters an internal wave where this condition

does not hold, the acoustic wave will pass through with no resultant

sca ttering .
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The ~gnitude of the various contributions at

of Yo -; / elm - 0/",/

is a function of the term Hnn (zT) and of the refractive index

spectral density F (a (0). From equation 2.17 we can write
C1 x,

Fc (..,iv) = N)t'l2 ~ (oI.)w) 4.30

Based on the discussion following equation 2.11 we are able to conclude

that the refractive index spectral density is approximately proportional

_2
to ax throughout wavenumer space with the precise relation dependent

on the 1972 or 1975 GM model. The interpretation and significance of

the spectral density with the condition that

oIx == Idm-iXnl
is show on the figure below.

. F.igure 4: Horizontal wavenumer dependence for the refractive index

. Smaller wavenumers are dominant inspectral densi ty .
the acoustic interaction.
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Absolute value signs are used since internal waves can travel

in the :!x direction. In Figure 4 only the positive ci values hávë beenx

sketched. It is immediately evident that the smaller ci values willx

contribute more to the phase fluctuations than do the larger ci values.x

This implies that the scattered modes with ci ~ a. (or n approximatelyn em

equal to m) form the dominant contribution to the scattered field.

Let us now further examine the significance of equation 4.29.

It is immediately evident that the mean-square phase fluctuations

increase linearly with range. This is a result of the weak scattering

theory and suggests a finite region of validity for the predicted

acoustic fluctuations. From the definition of Hmn (zT) we see that the

mean-square phase fluctuations (and its spectral density) is

approximately proportional to the acoustic frequency.

The parameter r (zT) represents the effective change in vertical

acoustic path length due to the refractive index inhomogeneities.

It is a concept which Porter, ~ a1. (1974) have called the "acoustic

thickess" and is defined as the integrated refracthre index fluctuations

over depth:

56di
l:

e .

An acoustic wave propogating vertically through the waveguide will

then experience a change in phase proportional to the acoustic

thickness. Because of the multimode structure of the internal

wave field with its short vertical-correlation scales, we shall use the

rms behavior of the refractive index fluctuations (as described in
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section 2) to calculate the acoustic thickness.

In equation 4.~9 we have made the implicit assumption that the

horizontally propagating internal waves cause most of the acoustic scattering.

In the variable-sound-speed waveguide of section 7 we shall see

that acoustic waves trapped by the wavegude proFagate almost horizontally.

Since the induced refractive index fluctuations are assumed to be

horizontally homogeneous, an,:acoustic wave passing through a vertically

propagating internal wave will encotuter an essentially homogeneous

medium, so that very little scattering is experienced. As such,

most of the acoustic scattering is caused by the horizontally propagating

internal waves. The precise structure of the vertical internal wave:

scales is then not crucial ín the determnation of the acoustic

fluctua tions .

In this section we have treated the interaction of an acoustic

wave with a random internal wave field in an isospeed two

dimensional waveguide. The concept of the internal wave field acting

as a diffraction grating 4as been discussed. The relationship between

mean-square phase fluctuations and internal wave statistics has

been derived.

Three dimensional waveguides will be discussed in sections

5 and 7. We shall show that the interaction process and the resulting

.acoustic fluctuations are quite similar to those found in the two '

dimensional waveguide.

'.
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.
5. THREE DIMNSIONAL ISOSPEED WAVEGUIDE

The derivation and solution of the scattered field in the three

dimensional isospeed waveguide closely parallels that of the two dl-

mensional isospeed waveguide. The introduction of cylindrical waves

with their associated Hankel functions significantly complicates the

mathematics in the three dirænsional waveguide. We shall rely upon the

result of the previous section that most of the acoustic fluctuations

occur for scattered modes with mode numer approximately equal to that

of the incident mode. We shall defer the calculation of various stati-

stical acoustic quantities to the variable-sound-speed waveguide in

section 7.

Assumng cylindrical symetry with a CW point source located at

r = rand z = z , the equation for the zero order velocity potentials s
1/ iso

+ lfr (,i)J + :; + ~2n.lit = - ;1' S('-fs)Si-ls) . 5.1

Equation 5.1 is recognized as the equation for the Green's function in

a wave duct whose solution is given by (Tolstoy, 1973, p. 300)

'l(r,i)
l ~ h.. (~) 11", (~) ~.ll)Lo/..I"r-sl1 5.2

where H (1) is the zero order Hanel function of the first kind and h (z)o m
.is the orthonorml eigenfunction with. eigenvalue a. For the isospeed

m

channel of depth D with a hard bottom and free surface the velocity po-

tential is . #(

,~(rii) -= JD 2: SÚ1(~lii)S'nl¥""is) Uo(1)(d..r)
II:' 5.3

,
\

where we have taken r = o. The eigenfunctions are given bys
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hri (~) :: ~/v)~ SJ~ ('~It~)

l)m = (m--!)7lp and 01,./' + r",2. = K02 YJo2.where

The first order equations are again

v2 i , 2;Z, 1. 1/"VIm + Ko YJo WI' -: - ~ Ko l106' lOI"
5.4

and
,,2 '' Z 2 ii Z 'l i'
V \\m + k'o r10 \Jm == -;; k'o Y)o 0" 01'

Using the auxiliary functions

A. , . i'
\¡ =: VIm + 'Wrn and

'V , II
VJ=VJ -wrn PI

)
the appropriate Green's functions are

G~ (r-,,, k.,'l.) := ;~ ~l S';, (t.l-) s'; (1i.ro) No (')i""/r. f.t1

5.5

and

· () u) r J
G w (f, r ie. t,) '" -1 t, COS Ct. l) e 05 (líiJ 110 L cl. I f- Îo I .

With a small amount of maipulation we can obtain expressions for the

sca ttered waves:

. 'l ÇI

~ ( t) = (, Ko 110 i",' r,~, .;¡p. n.,

("~

55dr. dr. ô F..(r,)(", (lo)
00
T' 0

i ~;o i. ) ) dr, dV F.,, (r,) -l., (l.)

Cì 0

5.6
11(

'Pm fi~i+) =

,
and'

ll)( ll) r ì1 / (I' )
F:,, (rc) :: No ltXti \0) U~ (ii" lr-t'olJ I Ho (dif r )

(I ( i' .i()',.,t,,)t -i(b'",lt,)l
+1711' L ~o) = COS ~ll - YnJlo e -l cos (~.. + ~)io e. )

( l('tlt-)')~ i()'",-t~,J lr "'n2 (to) -: C os )'rf- Yrt) Zo e 1- cos ()'if l ~,J Co e
,

, '. where
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It should be noted that in equation 5.6 backscattered waves are assumed to

be insignificant. The total field at the receiver is equal to

-\ii (r-.J) i 5'; '¡liisTm 'i-tit. = ~Jp
sir ~ )(

U.l') ~~ç) SL~ (X",l - i~;. i. %droJt. d" F. (r,) h~m (i'J

rt)

· eXf i ì ~';' i. fIJr,h. a-r.n(rO))Mn,(iJJ

00

5.7

where ).",n/(l') = i I l.n,(lo)-tmni(log

and h..-i (t.) "" t L+mn;(l,) + .Çmni (io)J .

From equation 5.7 the phase fluctuation S(r, z, t) is
m

Sm (r,-i,-t)

f' 't .
-= KoZYJo Ž \))\0 c1lo O'(rciio~) ~r1 (ro) hnil1z(i?o)

~V n=/ )
00

5.8,

If we assume that the effects of the internal waves are concentrated at a

single depth z so that
T

6' ('0 I-tO~) r (:to) S(lo - l:T) ô(r\) i)i )

we then have

Sm (',-tit)

2
Ko Y10- --
ni p

. t"

i: r(lT)limni(lT) ) Ar. (f F..aÍro) .r7=/ 0 5.9

Because of the large internal wavelengths in comparison to the acoustic

,
wavelengths, the acoustic fluctuations are effectively caused by forward
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scattering only. As such only that portion of the medium close to the propa-

qation vector joining the source and receiver will contribute appreciably to

the scattered field.

We now rotate the coordinate system so that the x axis is the horizontal

projection of the line joining the source and receiver. The source is located~ ~
at r (o,o,z ) while the receiver is located at r(x,o,z). A scattering points s

+
has the coordinate r (x y z) (for a delta function in depth, Zo = zT only)o 0, 0, 0
where x ~~ y and I x-x I ~~ Iy-y I =yo 0 0 0 0 In the horizontal plane we also have

the relations

t:;: Yo2 + 1: = XoZJ/+~oïx:) ~ '0 ~ :to + do2jiXo J

\ == X J lJrid lr-rol ~ X-Xo + ~ol! /Dl(:t-~o)J '

The asymptotic expansion for the Hankel function is given by

II ll) ( ) /' I .2 JYz i: (01", r - TJ)
No olm'f I' 1fotmf e

.

This expression is valid for a r ~~ 1 or equivalently for ranges r greater than
m

a few acoustic wavelengths. Since transmission ranges in long range propaga-

tion are on the order of hundreds of kilometers, almost all the internal wave

fluctuations will occur in regions where the Hanel function expansion is

valid. We shall therefore use the asymptotic expansion for F (r) throughout
mI 0

the region from 0 to r.

The expression for F (r) can now be written as
mI 0

r' :i J~.~ ¥.F..dlr.) = lfold t" Ir-.I~r-.IJ exp ildnlr.r.I-".,(r'f,iJ
5.10

We shall use a zero order approximation in the amplitude coefficient of the
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exponential and a first order expansion on the exponential itself. We then

have

~ 'JrI r J. ~ ~ ri .t J f, $:1,1

f..(,.) == (~) e-iq tAX-;') etf il-"(X-X,+ .:;-r, -ç(mf!X,- ii, ~ 5.11

The integration over Xo is taken from 0 to x while the limits on Yo may

be extended to l ø since in the region where y is large, the value of the
o

exponential will rapidly oscillate with its net value being zero.

The expression for the phase fluctuation is

Sm(r,i,+) =-

x. ~ o1Tf -~
K:n, i í(iT) 

n",., (r,) i::r t- (i,(H.)J dxoJ 'P 11=1 ., 0
~

.' Sd3' ô e'¡t i )(oIo-.l",XX-Xo) + ~.~.') + olmõoZjll ~XYo .J'to.-~
5.12

Assumng stationarity and horizontal homogeneity for the internal wave

field, let us determne the mean-square phase fluctuations

s. Zrn Srtlr, i ,+) )~ *(~, i!,-t)

. Taking uncorrelated scattered cross-mode terms we now have. ). q ~X? K. YIlt ~ i 5"( , -~
11 == -Jlf;Z f r2(lT) hm"i (rT) #ri )lxo:t(x-y"lt-y,H d"Xodx,

00
01

, · 55 J¥OJ~1 ~ tY i 1~ë')K2 + ~llt -!f J + ~'" If - fI J .
-Ø(

5.13
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where ~(tl~Z )r) ê) =. Ô('KI~OI-i,t:)Ô*(X"~'/l t+t)

and x2 = Xo - xl .

If we now substitute Yo = Yl + Y2Jthe integrals over Yl and Y2 become~ '
.ff _ ) J r( -' d a ex '101" r.y2 (:Xo-X,)+.21, ~2 ('K-tl)+"/i2 (x-;r,) 7

eXf £ iiOi,. d" Yz J¿ t'~2 11 ie f L ei (x- :toX;t- xi) . 1

+ ~ p/(i, - x., +.1. r, 'Xi + 1/ id L
~o Xl J J .

The integration over Yl can be performed directly as it is of the form

et

J = S exp i (aÕZ +' h~ + e J d~
-Q,

Evaluating this integral yields (Chernov, 1960, p. 158-159)

.r = exr ae- ¡:JI -rt .

Therefore, with

a. == r 01" Yo l. 1:2 -lX''Yl (i:-XoXx-:t1flpXox, (x-Xof:t-x-,) )

.P:: ld.Xo(f. +¿i",'ji(X-xJ)/lo(:r-Xo) J

and c. = 1i-ld.-Xo + d",(Ho)JliX.(X-Xo) )

the expression for S 2 becomes. m
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11=1 II 0

'"

· J d~i tó' (iz,yz/i ê') exffi Fd'z'J .
-01

5.14

In equation 5.14 we have used a shorthand notation, where

L..~ (;iT) = (i :r)'I £¡;'o q n; ï: n lTJh..~: (rT)/;i ,l" Dj

and F= -
o/niyo Xl + 01': .(x-xiXX-l'o) -dr1drt fi'rOX1- Y(Xo+x.Ù

:2Yz lcXnXo"', - dm (t- XoXl-X1)J
.

,
Recognizing that p (Xi Y2 z,.) can be expressed in term of its spectralo "
density by the Wiener-Khintchine relation

i:

&(Xil~2,i ,'t) = 555 dd)(ddy Jw t Col(/"'y1W,i) ex(' irXXi +~ ¥i +wtJ )
-ci

we have__ tI
S",' :: ~ L...(;i,. S~ dolx ddy dip i= (oIx,"'y, wi;i)
. 11-, _ Q::tx no
· ))J!;Jxl ex" i IGi..-oI.lolx)J:z . Yz ) dr, t' ïlF'): + oI~ ~iJ 5.1500 l:L'zlOi"l-o 1:,- øl,.(ì-:tXi:-XI~ -00 .

""
~.

1

1

The integration over Yi can be performd by the sam technique as that for

Yl to'give
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s:
, Ø: xx

-l. 1,",.lT) )§ 55 dtix dcly ri w di. dr, ~ E-l e~f ¡t.l,t". -".)x, - 't 7 5.16
-Q1 00

-

where r :17rJ~t()tn (i\) :: CT Lnn (?T) ::
" 2 r2 . z. (

k'o no x (LT) htti1 lr)

011, "\2

~
an E := lol::iX', + 01..2(1' -.iXx- X,) - d. c(..l:n;,x, - x (1:, H,JJ J .

If we now let a. = a. + t. where t. can be posi ti ve or negative, thenn m n n
01 z.

- -i¡~

--
The two dimensional problem suggests that the dominant terms in the sumation

are when n ::m. Let us therefore take a. :: a. so that t. is a first order cor-n m n
rection term. To zero order, we then have

I Cl~2/4F I := oI~Z ~2 (x- Xo- -ii)~dm X ~

OVer the main region of integration for a. we have a. x2 ~ a. x2 ~ 1, so that. , yy x
1¿t~tX2 (X-ro-Xi)!idmX! ~ I dlj (X-:to-K,)!2iillX ¡IV ol~/ollt ¿c./ .

\
\ .
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Since a 2/4F is c:c: 1, we shall assume that the exponential term
y

ext i l- ot~/14F J

is approximately equal to one. A similar expansion of a = a + 6 can ben m n
performed on the term E:

. . J~
E = 2 (,;: + ':ld~ Ll. u:)tx, + 01..2 ( X'- X:i - XX, t i;y,) - "'.. 

(d.tdnRX', 
l", - Xx" - n'1

~ '2 2. () 1. Z~
= L PI,.;t + d,. Lltl X "Xo+ Xi + ÓYl loX, J ~ d.fI X .

With these two expansions the expression for S 2 becomes
m

tl i. ai '2 ) i. ~()~llf.t): i(dl1-"'''+~ic)X2.
S i. _ Ilo no c: r (tT hmrJ (ZT) dd dd cliJ dx. dx E em ,,2. G pl d )( Y 0 i 6' 5. 17v n;, ti WI .

-co 00

Let us now change the integration variables to Xi = Xo - Xl and

x3 = 1/2 (xo + xl" If we assume that the correlation distance for Po (x2)

f'

is c:c: x, we can extend the integration limits on x2 to :t CX. The limits

of integration on x3 are 0 to x.

Integration over x3 yields ~ (1. 'ç
S.. ~ l,~~'X 2: r'rl~~:l(lTJ 55I ddxdxytw t 5 dx, e' d..-dn+ox)lc S.la

-00 -Q:
Recognizing that

/1 'f
5 d qOi", -0/" + .:ic) Xi):1 e == :¿7T f (olx+dlt-dYl)-~ , )

we have-
S. 2-lr

ct ()
- ~ (;lHn(~T)5§ dotxdriydw ~(d)C/~/W/i)f(d)(+~If-oln)
ti-, -ci 5.19

\\
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where Gmt1 (~T) = ri7T to ll n02 X r1(lT) Jiml1~ (iT) /1pl~dl1 DJ .

Equation 5.19 is almost identical to the analogous expression in the two

dimensional waveguide (equation 4.39). In equation 5.19 a is the proj ec tionx

of the horizontal internal wavenumer upon the propagation path between the

source and receiver. The presence of the delta function indicates that

only those internal waves whose wavenumer projection upon the propagation

path is equal to the difference between an incident and scattered mode wave-

numer will affect the acoustic fluctuations.

The condition that a = la - a I has a physical interpretation inx m n
terms' of ray theory. In the isospeed waveguide

1. L 2 i
cXm' -= ko rJo - õ'", and 1. '2 'l v 7-olt1 -: Ko no - 0"

where 't = (m - .1) 7Tm \: ~"D and
.. _ (n-J.)I0" - J. D

Subtracting and rearranging terms we have

ol1t- dt1 - (l" - Y,"X~+ì'm) /(oll1+ol~) .

The analysis in the two dimensional waveguide has revealed that the n ~ m

terms are the domnant term in the sumtion. Taking y + y ~ 2y andn m m
a + a ~ 2a we havem n m

olx ~ o(m-ot" ~ (¥r1-ì',J~",/ocit := L(n-m)1f/pJ taYl e

wherè e is the horizontal propagation angle.
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t
.D

l
A ~I

Figure 5: Ray geometry in isospeed waveguide; width D, ray angle a,

and ray cycle length A.

The ray cycle length A is

0'1)
A :: --faii e

:tir( Y1-m)

olrv-rJ11
5.20

,; T( ( r1-m)

oLx (n-m) Àx

where À is the projection of the internal wavelength along the transmissionx

path. Large acoustic phase fluctuations are therefore possible when the

ray cycle length is an in teger multiple of À .x
The relationship between ray cycle length and internal wavelength has

also been deduced by ray theories which treat the acoustic-internal wave

interaction. DeFerrari (1974) has found that the acoustic field will be

most sensitive to those internal waves whose horizontal wavelength is equal

to the ray cycle length. Porter,!: aL. (1974) have found that amplification

of the phase fluctuations can occur if the ray cycle length is a multiple of

the ~rojection of the internal wavelength along the propagation path.

Let us now assume horizontal isotropy for the internal wave field so that

"

..;'Or.
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t (oIIW,~)
;2 TT ot t. (dx ,dyi Wi l) 5.21

where oLx = r: C OS ø and dix)( cloIy =: 01 do! dØ

For convenience we shall let å = I a - a I where the absolute value signsn m
are used since a can take on positive and negative values. Substitutingx

equation 5.21 into 5.19 yields-
S1I'

00 Q? co 27l
- ~ (;";~T) -1 dw J dol ~ (o/,Wir) f r ('lC5 ø -ti) ¡ø.

5.22

The integral over cf can be evaluated by substituting

£,rt(Ø)J f S(Ø-øJ

J .ç i ( øJ I
5.23

where cf. is a root of f(cf) = 0 , and f' (cf) is the derivative of f withi
re~pect to cf. Letting

r lø) -; 01 COS ~ - 11

l '(~):: - d Sit, ø and

so that
)

ø. :: Cos-1 (¡l I~)l )
we can write

27T

5 d ø S (d C os ø - II )
o

l1

(ol ~_l\i)Y2
5.24

\The expression for the mean-square phase fluctuations now becomes
\ .
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--
SmL.

'"

~ 2
n~,

O( 00
Gm;lr) 5 dw 5 dd

-~ 0

~ (cJ,i,,~)

(ni2_IJ')Yz

5.25

Recognizing that the mean-square phase fluctuation is related to its

spectral density F (a,oo, z) bys
m

s z.m

OQ on

:= 5 S dw dd ~ (Oi,lP1l)-Cb 0 m 5.26

we can write
~

blfl1 (IT) I

~m ~IWI-2) == ¿ E (d W r)
n=/ ir (oli._l\2)~ Ô ' 1 ,

In term of the phase rate spectral densi ty F. (a, 00, z) ,we haves
m

c:
b-ml1(lT) I

~ (01, W, l) ¿ E; Co/iW,:z)m
n~, ir (d2-11~~ 6

5.27

5.28

where E (dIWI~) -6
ú/ F: (0(, Wir)6 , 5.29

,
In equation 5.27 and 5.28 it is importat to note that the phase and

)phase rate statistics for incident mode m can be directly related to

the internal wave statistics. As we shall see in the next section, this

direct relationship does not exist for phase (or amplitude) fluctuations

in multimode proP.;ation although' a modified relationship is preserved

with phase rate. As such, acoustic phase rate fluctuations will be

emphasized in the remainder of this thesis.

"
\ .
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6. MULTIMODE WAVEGUIDES.

The previous sections have determined the acoustic fluctuations that

result from the interaction of a random internal wave field with a single

incident norml mode. For long range propagation in the ocean, however, a

multimode description (multipath description in ray theory) is usually

necessary to represent the received signal adequately. The numer of modes

that contain significant energy at the receiver depend upon many factors in-

cluding the acoustic frequency, the range of propagation, the type of wave-

guide, the locations of source and receiver, etc. In some cases one, two,

or three modes are sufficient to describe the acoustic field, while in other

si tuations several hundred modes may be necessary. Generally, in short

range studies a large numer of modes must be used while fewer modes may be

employed in long range propagation. This is in direct contrast to ray

theory where several rays can adequately represent short range propagation

while may rays are necessary for long ranges.

In a multimode environment the presence of internal waves creates

two overlapping phenomena which lead to amplitude and phase fluctuations.

Firstly, as is evidenced by the single mode sections, the internal wave

field will induce ampli tude and phase fluctuations on each of the incident

modes. In addition, the induced acoustic fluctuations will cause a time

v~rying multimode interference at any point in space. Therefore, the

measured acoustic fluctuations are due to the direct interaction of the

internal wave inhomogeneities with the individual modes as well as the

spatial and temporal modification of the multimode structure. The relation-

ship 'and relative importance of these two mechanisms has recently been
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~xplored in the context of ray theory (DeFerrari and Leung, 1975). They

recognized that the relationship between internal waves and acoustic fluc-

tuations is complicated by the multipath process. They suggest that acoustic

phase fluctuations are caused by two factors. The internal wave field

linearly modulates the acoustic phase, while time-varing multipath inter-

ference non-linearly induces fluctuations in both amplitude and phase. For

a two ray interference situation Porter, et al., (1974) predicted that

, acoustic phase fluctuations would be the mean of the individual phase term

while amplitude fluctuations would exhibit non-lineari ties.

The effect of multimode interference on acoustic fluctuations for two

modes' and three or more modes will be described. One of the most signifi-

cant differences is that the character of the multimode interference markedly

changes when more than two modes are being considered. The linear relation-

ship between induced refractive index fluctuations and acoustic phase fluc-

tua tions no longer holds for three or more modes.

Relationships can also be established between internal wave fluctua-

tions and phase rate fluctuations (time rate of change of phase fluctuations).

If we assume that the phase fluctuations for each path are statistically

independent of each other, then the total phase rate variation becomes a

weighted sum of the contributions from the individual paths.

In examiing the multimode waveguide we will first investigate the

three dimensional isospeed waveguide with two incident modes m and 1,. From

equation 5.7 we have

\
\
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tp = "IJ + 1/' =: Sin ~ ~li jY: irys 'ty -l - ¿Ko2no ~ßt;rJl: o-r (rJIi (rjJ'Twi lí D"'~ eX r v .111 Om J T" L: 0 0 1711 mni~ q ( ~ . y ~I, 00
· up i t~ r+!g Æ Jßf,Ji. () F. ( f.) h.~,/ roJ

00Y. rv ~
. S/~ ~ Is r i 7 1.'7 i 1 iK.2.n a: l( ( (

+ D LJir oIt r J C Sin rl- - iV Il V dr;(h. IT t)r.J l, i'.)
00

r \7

· exp i f~H ~~ J dr,Jl. ô ~)ç)l)i'.)J 6.1

where' we have used the asymptotic form of the Hanel function. As a first

consideration let us assume that the internal waves 'only affect the phase

terms and that the mode amplitudes Am and At are approximately equal to

each other. With A = A = AtJm ¡,)
f \)

p~ = ~ î 5 J J fa Jr. ô F.) 1'.) h"~2 (t.) )00
r p

f3n ~ K.:no Z SIdro Jio () ~11 (fo) hir12 (r()
r.K, 01 L) r1::1

60

and

the expression for the total field is

'P- A f exp aoi.,nt",J + exp ifdiqtii1
6.2

Notig that

. iQ.+ /, = .i ens i~ (a.-b~ eXf ¿1J(a+b~ )
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~e can write $ as

"l =;Uj COS I~ (,¡.. -cfJJ~ + ~ (t..-li~ ex" i I~ (,l..+ clj)f + 1 (f.. +tt~ . 6.3

Since the horizontal wave numer am is approximately equal to aj, , the

internal wave induced phase fluctuation is given by

s == l (tm+ tt) 6.4

while the amplitude fluctuation is

x = J. cos t~ (01.,'- oi-t)r + -HtWl- (3);)) , 6.5

In equation 6.5 we have used the signed amplitude convention, that is per-

mi tting the ampli tude to become nega ti ve. The total phase variation is

seen as the mean of the phases for the two modes and as such is linearly

proportional to the internal wave refractive index variation. The presence

of the cosine in the amplitude term reveals the non-linearity of the inter-

action process. It is interesting to note that phase modulated terms have

been transformed into amplitude terms in the two mode sumtion. The re-

verse process also takes place when we allow the internal wave field to affect

the amplitude terms.

Let us now consider the two mode sumtion where the internal waves

affect both the phase and amplitude term. The expression for the total

field is now

1( = A (i +1., exp i (01," q t.. ) + A (i +)'.l eXl i (0/.£ f+ t.t) 6.6
"

\
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where ~m and ~i are the amplitude fluctuations for mode m and L respectively.

In order to express ~ in the form ~ = Rexp(iv) we must use the relation for

the sum of two vectors of arbi trary magnitude and phase. Consider the equa-

tion

B e¿Y C ifl D ite + e

where all the term are defined on the figure below:

\
\
\
\\ ,/

\
\\ .
J1 --------~:L~___,__

.'

, ;

Figure 6: Sumtion of two vectors of arbitrary magnitude and phase.

From the law of cosines we have

\. B2 = C2 + 1/ - ;iep cos (11+ eX - t) .
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But noting that cos (rr + oL - f) :: - cos(~ - p) )

we can write
r 2 2- . JJi

B == L C - + D +;2 C T) COS (cl- t) ,

From simple trigonometry the expression for y is

o-=oq TtI1-1 fDsln(r-"")ÆC+Dcos(t-oIJJJ .

Expanding equation 6.6 and using equation 6.7 and 6.8 we have

6.7

6.8

'i . A feJlp ¿(iX. r- +(3"')+ ellf i~if+tj)+lm eXf i(d",i-'Lt~.iexf ¡(il 'ftit

'e

= 2A coSI~ (~",-cl,ir+ Ht.-tJJl't ifj (ol",+ J¡)i- + ~ (t"'+t£~ + A1 e i

where

. ~z
1 =: LI: + )( + 'l1'Æ Cas (tt - ~)J )

9~ = cXm r + t~ )

81 ::. cll- r + ti )

and
- -I f.)li Sin (8-t-ÐltJ J8 = rXm + / )a.n Jim +ß CDS 

(a-Ð",
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If we now let )( ~ (olm+cLi)' +~(t~+f3,e)

y - C05 tHoI",- oI.Jr + -Hr",-t..)Jand

then we can write

'ý:: R exp ív -= JAY eXf i)( + A7 t)(f i9 "

s =-; (Vt1) + T~-I ¿ 1sia(e-X)l(:2Y+Fos (e~x)J J . 6.11

In contrast to equation 6.4 we now see that the phase fluctuation is no

longer simply the average phase for the two modes but now contains in ad-

dition a complicated non-linear term arising from the amplitude modulation

on the two modes. It can be easily verified that as the amplitude modula-

tion approaches zero the result from equation 6.ll approaches that of 6.4.

It was previously mentioned that the character of multimode interference

markedly changes when more than two modes are considered. This is most

easily observed by treating three modes with equal amplitude and assuming

that the internal wave field only affects the phase components o~ the various

modes. With incident modes k, l, and m the total field is

\ 'i -= A L ext i a + ext' i tì + tXf ((1.. l 6.12
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where 8j( =- cXt-' + rK)

81 :: eX i '" + ~.£ )

and Gft :: d.m (' +- PM
Combining two of the exponential terms we have

where

li:= A I Ai eXf d1, + exp it1n¡ j

,4, ;i CDS ~ (8K - Gi)

6.l3

and 9, := ~ (8K + 8i) ,

Now using expressions 6.7 and 6.8 we can obtain the amplitude and phase

for the total field:

where

t:: A;i exp i eZ

Y;

A LA,z + I + ;zAI C05 (~-8m)J

6.14

A?
N

and Gz:: 8, + Ion-f L Sin (8", -e,ytl)f + CDS (G",-ei~ J

, _ -I) Sin r tin¡ - ~ (f),+Giil )
=;1 (9K +~) + 1M ( A, + Cos r fJ", -1(a+a~) .

From equation 6.14 we can see that the total phase fluctuation is not equal

to the mean of the phases for the individual modes. As such we can generally
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conclude that for multimode propagation with three or more modes the internal

wave field induces non-linear amplitude and phase fluctuations. The direct

.relationships between acoustic fluctuation statistics and internal wave

statistics for single mode propagation are not applicable in multimode

si tua tions .

The non-linear acoustic-internal wave interaction makes it quite dif-

ficult to determine the relative contribution of any particular mode to the

total acoustic fluctuations. However, under the assumptions that the ampli-

tude in any mode is constant or slowly varying in comparison to its phase

variations and that the fluctuations in every mode are statistically in-

dependent from each other, the nature of the interaction becomes greatly

simplified. We will now examine the phase rate fluctuation for multimode

propagation under these conditions and subsequently discuss the significance

of the above two assumptions.

The total field received is given by

~ R e)(p LV -- :i 1(", exp i V,.
m

6.15

U + iV i Urn + i i;
1J

where'U and V are the quadrature components of the signal such that

U:; 'R CDS () = z: 1? CDS Vrn", m onJ 'V - R Sin iì == 2: lm Sin ~
Ih

In terms of 'U and r the amplitude and phase of the signal are
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R :: I U7. + y7. tii

and V . Ta~ -, I r/l. J = 7~/ r ~ R.. SIn i?",/~ l", CDS v",J .

6.16

If we now invoke the condition that the modal amplitude R is slowly varying
m

in comparison to the modal phase v , we can wri te v as
m

~ _ 1- ~ (Ri ~)'" cos ~ CDS V.. Ht Pm q SL~ ~SJ~ i7)

f r r~~m (cos q COS ~ -+ SÚ1 ~ SJinJm) J

6.18

.

Due to the statistical nature of the internal 'laye field, the phases and

phase rates of the various modes in equation 6.lS are random variables which

we assume to have zero mean. If we now assume statistical independence be-

tween the phases in different modes and calculate the total mean-square phase

rate, we have

:/ =? ~ (r¿m7.t/~(R:l 6.19
.

In equation 6.19 we must assume that either the modal amplitudes are sta-

tistically independent from the phase rate or the statistical average is

taen over a time that is short compared to the amlitude fluctuation rate

but long compared to that of the phase. Examining equation 6.19 we see that

the total phase rate fluctuation is a weighted average of the component phase
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rates. The term L (R 2) 2 is a normlization factor associated with them m
total mean-square power in the signal. The relative contribution of each

mode to the total phase rate fluctuation depends on both the phase rate for

that mode as well as the power contained in the mode. The power in any

given mode is a function of how strongly that mode is excited by the wave-

guide. For the special cases of equal phase rate fluctuation for each mode

or equal power in each mode, equation 6.19 reduces to

. ~

V

-
· Z

~ .

Let us now discuss the two assumptions that were used to derive equa-

tion 6.19. In mathematical terms the assumption that R is slowly varying
m

in comparison to v implies
m

. .
~ tt 1(m lÎm 6.201?rn

This is essentially a weak scattering condition in that we are assuming

small amplitude fluctuations for a single mode propagating through the wave-

guide. The condition given by 6.20 is obtained by considering the time de-

rivative of one mode and assumng that phase fluctuations are dominant over

those of amplitude. We have

1fm 1(11 eXf i Vm

. . .
i iJ, 'Rm exf i Vm + 'R", eXf l Vmand "P rt

'.

:= t. i i 8., + -im /l?mJ
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from which 6.20 directly follows. It is important to remember that although

we assume that the rate of amplitude changes slowly for a particular mode,

the total mul timode ampli tude can change qui te rapidly due to the mul timode

in terference . This is caused by the transformation of phase to amplitude

modulated term as was noted previously.

We have also assumed statistical independence between amplitudes and

phases in the various modes while deriving equation 6.19. The internal wave

induced ref~active index fluctuations constitute a random variable in space

and time. Since each incident mode interacts with the random field at dif-

ferent points in space and time, it is reasonable to expect independence be-

tween the acoustic fluctuations in different modes. We also assume that the

amplitude and phase fluctuations in a given mode are statistically independent.

The independence is suggested by the different type of mechanism causing the

respecti ve fluctuations. Amplitude fluctuations wi thin a mode are caused by

scattering and redistribution of energy upon encountering the inhomogeneities.

This is a localized effect which occurs in the region of refractive index in-

homogeneities. Phase fluctuations are due to an integrated change in travel

time along the entire propagation path. The inhomogeneities cause sound

speed fluctuations and subsequently travel time fluctuations for the travel-

ing wave.

In the next section a variable sound speed waveguide will be considered

which is representative of deep water acoustic propagation. Equation 6.19

will be used to obtain an estimate of the multimode phase rate fluctuations

and comparisons will be made with experimental results.
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7. VARIABLE SOUND SPEED WAVEGUIDE

The basic characteristics of the interaction process between acoustic

and internal waves are revealed by the isospeed waveguide in the previous

sections. The isospeed waveguide wi th a free surface and a hard bottom

represents a reasonable approximation to shallow water propagation studies.

In deep water propagation a waveguide is estalished due to the depth varia-

tion of sound speed. To first order sound speed increases linearly with

temperature and pressure. As such, a minimum sound speed can be estalished

within the water colum (typically on the order of 1000 meters in the North

Atlantic). The waveguide that is created is fairly weak with the minimum

sound speed varying from the maximum by approximately 3%.

Because of this natural waveguide structure and the relatively small

absorption of sound at low frequencies by sea water, acoustic energy can

propagate for hundreds of kilometers in the ocean. The waveguide will tend

to refract an acoustic wave towards the region of the sound speed minimum.

Sound that encounters the sea surface or sea floor,'will undergo scattering

and/or attenuation. It is reasonable to propose then that most of the

received acoustic energy in long range studies has traveled through the
t

.(

water colum along totally refractive paths.

It will be assumed that the waveguide is horizontally homogeneous and

isotropic in the absence of internal waves. Cylindrical symmetry will be

used in determining the static acoustic field. Any range dependencies for

the static sound speed distribution will be neglected. The assumptions of

horizontal homogeneity and isotropy will permit the internal-wave':induced

sound speed fluctuations to be directly superimposed on the static sound

speed profi le .
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wi th the transi tion from the isospeed waveguide with a free surface

and a hard bottom to the variable sound speed waveguide it is necessary to

consider a more realistic depth distribution of internal waves. In the

isospeed waveguide we artificially lumped the acoustic effects of the

internal waves in a thin layer at depth zT' This was a convenient represen-

tation which could be employed due to the peculiarities of the isospeed

waveguide. With an isospeed medium the waveguide characteristics are

estalished as a result of the perfectly reflecting boundaries. For an

acoustic wave to travel through the waveguide, it must pass through the

entire width of the guide and reflect off one of the boundaries. Therefore,

every mode will encounter the entire depth-distributed internal wave field

whose net depth effect can be conveniently represented by a thin layer at zT'

In the sound speed depth-dependent waveguide the representation of the

internal wave field as a thin layer is not valid. The energy traveling in

different modes (or rays) does not pass through the entire or identical

part of the waveguide. Since the intensity of the induced refractive index

fluctuation varies with depth, we would expect the magnitude of the acoustic ",.,

fluctuations to be different in each mode.
¡o,
X

The internal wave model in section 2 represented the induced refractive

index fluctuations a as a random variable which is horizontally homogeneous

and isotropic and temporally stationary. In the vertical direction a fluc-

tuates rapidly and randomly due to the relatively short vertical wavelength

and the small vertical correlation scales of the internal wave field. We

are then able to smooth the refractive index fluctuations over depth by

using its root-me an-square behavior while leaving intact the horizontal 'and

slowly varying depth dependencies. The justification for this smoothing
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procedure is that the vertical internal wavenumers are significantly larger

than horizontal ones at a given frequency due to the anisotropy of the oceans.

From equation 2.14 the rms depth dependency of a was found to be proportional

to N3/2 where N is the local Brunt-väisälä frequency. Using the Garrett and

Munk exponentially decaying profile N(z) = N exp (-zlB) where B is a scale
o

depth and z is positive downwards, we find that-~ ~~
(JZ cL exp (-3l-/.i13/

This is a fairly reasonable representation for the actual depth variation of

the refractive index fluctuations, and we shall use it in the subsequent

analysis.

In determning the acoustic fluctuations resulting from the interaction

of the internal wave field with one incident mode in the depth-dependent

sound speed waveguide, we shall follow the same general procedure as in the

isospeed waveguide. The important differences to recognize are that both

the static sound speed profile and the internal wave field possess depth

dependencies and that the waveguide traps energy without reflection off the

boundaries.

The Green's function in a cylindrically symmetric waveguide wi th a CW

point source at r , z is given by equation 5.2o 0

Ger, i Il"o.ro) == ~. Z h)lJhn (:10) Uo(l) luln I r-l"oIJ
n

7.1

where h (z) is an orthonorml eigenfunction with eîgenvalue a .n n If we assume

that the eigenfunctions are not orthonormal but only orthogonal, the Green's

function becomes
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G(i:,l/i:o,ro) =-q
-I (I f T

Z d,Ji) dt1 (lo) v" Uo Lot" k- r-~b
n

7.2

where d (z) is an orthogonal eigenfunction andn
co

v is a normlization factor = J d 2 (z) dz .n n
-co

The zero order or static solution ~ (r, z) is found by assuming a source
o

located at ro = 0, Zo = Zs so that

~(r)i) = t 2: dm(~) JI1(2s) ~-I J-oW(dm,)
m

7.3

We wish to determine the acoustic fluctuations for a single mode m.

The eigenfunction d (z) creates a standing wave pattern in the z direction.
m

Separating d (z) into upward and downward traveling waves d i (z) andm m
dm" (z), we can apply equation 5.4 where

~1t' (r):r) i dm (=2s) Vm-I d",' (z) ~o (i) (~m ,)

and 11, II
'l Om (rI l)

,

~ dm(:zs) i/m-I dm"(i) Uo(1)(Jm')

7..4

Each of the traveling waves causes scattered waves to be created in the

wavegùde. For the scattered waves to travel to long distances they must

be trapped by the waveguide as modes. The same wave trapping condition

exists for all modes in the waveguide, so that the Green IS function for

W i and W n are identical and are given by equation 7.2. Recalling thatm m
pi:: W i /~ i and p " = W "/~ ", we can then wri tem m om m m om
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p..'l C,' ,t) :.i K.j J J r)'lo n. (l,) () ((.,',t) G- ( C, i¡t, ~~ *~ ('ólo)j1f~ ((, 'l)

rOle

7.5

Q.ri~ Pm · (c, 'lit) == .i.t' § d(,dl. 11 li,) ô( (, ,i, tJ G ( (, i I r,,:J 1f:I ro,'lJ /~: ( t, i) ,

ri/o

The total field due to incident mode m is then

1;m (,,:tit) - t; exp (Pm') + ttt/ t'xp( Pm')

== ~ d"lls) V",-I II 0(1) Cd.. r) 2 d", i t 1' ~ dOl" e P, J . 7.6

In equation 7.5 the limits of integration on r and z have beeno 0
deliberately left indefinite. If we consider only forward scattering, the

limits of integration should be 0 to r. If backscattering is included in

the analysis, the integration limits will be - co to + co. The limits of

integration on z are more subtle and will shortly be discussed in some
o

detaiL.

In proceeding from equation 7.6 it becomes necessary to use a specific

form for the eigenfunction d (z) and its components d '( z) and d "( z). Them m m
exact form of the eigenfunction is dependent upon the nature of the static

sound speed profile. We recall that the eigenfunctions satisfy the Helmholtz

equa tion

J2 I

d/ J.,~)J + 'Y.,l d., o 7.7
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~
where y (z) is the vertical wavenumer = rJ( n (.:) - _J Jm l::~' ~
Exact solutions to equation 7.7 have been found for only several specific

forms of y (z). With an arbitrary sound speed profile n (z), an approximatem 0
solution to equation 7.7 must be used. The most commonly used approximation

(and the one which will be used here) is known as the WK (Wentzel, Kramers,

Brillouin) solution. An n 2-bilinear sound speed profile will be used to
o

obtain numerical results. With an appropriate choice of coefficients this

profile can give an adequate representation for the sound speed distribution

in deep water. In addition it allows eigenvalues to be easily determined and

the exact eigenfunction solution is known. This will then permt us to

determine the validity of the WK solution and to obtain an estimate of the

inherent error.

The WK approximation to the Helmoltz equation is known also in the

literature as the phase-integral method. It has been shown to be the first

term in an asymptotic expansion to the exact solution (Bremmer, 1951). The

relationship between ray theory and WK mode theory is quite close. Tindle

and Guthie (1974) has used the WK approximation to show that ray effects

are due to the constructive interference of neighboring normal modes. The

WK approximation is also used as a method of modifying ray theory to include

phase information. The general WK solution to equation 7.7 has the form

d.. ('l) - ¥,,-~(r) lc, txp iil r~JiJ + C2 expi-fy.,dtJJ 7.8

where Cl' c2' and z' are constants, two of which are independent. The phase

integral f )'~ di! represents the change in phase for a wave travelin

from an arbitrary point z' to point z. From equation 7.8 we see that the
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WK approximation yields upward and dowward going traveling waves for the

eigenfunctions. This tye of solution can then be directly applied to

equations 7.4 - 7.6.

Although the WK approximation is a wave-typ solution, it suffers from

many of the same limi tationsas in ray theory. The WK solution is applicable

as long as the physical properties of the medium do not change appreciably

over a vertical wavelength. In mathematical term this implies that (Tolstoy

and Clay, 1966)

l' I A Len)') 1 ¿; ¿ I 7.9

From this relation and equation 7.8 it is immediately evident that the WK

solution diverges near a turning point, Le. where y = O. On the other hand,

exact solutions to the Helmholtz equation exhibit no unusual characteristics

near y = O. Examning equation 7. 7 we see that the turning point marks the

transi tion from a region of oscillating solutions (y2 ~ 0) to exponential ones

(y2 ~ 0).

The failure of the WK approximation near the turning point can also be

understood on physical grounds. The WK solution is equivalent to assuming

that total reflection takes place at the turning points while refraction

occurs elsewhere. The depth-dependent sound speed is assumed solely to

c~use a change in phase along the transmission path. WK theory neglects the
.

continuous reflection or backscatter that also occurs, an assumpt~on which

is valid provided the parameters of the medium vary little over a vertical

wavelength. Near the turning paint the vertical wavelength becomes very

largè" so that backscatter is no longer small and cannot be neglected. This

results in the divergence of the WKB amplitude term while the phase part of
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the solution remains fini te. Examina tion of the exact solution near the

turning point indicates that a -n/2 phase shift occurs upon total reflection

at the turning point (Tolstoy, 1968). This phase shift must then be super-

imposed on the WK phase term when a turning point is encountered.

The characteristic equation in the variable sound speed waveguide can

be obtained from the resonance condition that a wave traveling an entire

cycle in the z direction must advance in phase by 2n radians to remain in

phase. Usi~g the phase integral we have

lu

5 "b", dl
~

(m+J)rr -to", ri :; OJ I J ;l J '" 7 .10

where z , z ß are the upper and lower turning points, respectively, for mode m.u Á .
Referencing the in tegrals to the upper and lower turning points and incorpo-

rating the constats into the normalization factor, 'the WK solution becomes

(Furry, 1947; Carter, 1963; Porter, 1973)

J~ (l) =

m -~ ~ J
00 ~ I r..1 t.Xf I - ¡ 1.../ dl:

) -l"?~

õ..-Yz CDS I t~..dl -~J

) -li ,. .: ? -ru
7.11

i

J
~ r

I 't.J' eXf I - r 1'1..1 Ai' J
-lu )

l¿ ~u

We have taken z = 0 at the surface and have measured z positive downwards.

The normlization factor v can then be approximated by
m
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it.

Vm ~ I j -, (
-; ¥m i:) d l: 7.12

.
.~

The solutions given by equation 7.11 are good approximations when z is

well away from the turing points. Since the solutions are exponentially

decaying outside the turning po in ts, we can roughly assume that d (z) = 0
m

for, z ~ z L and z c: Zu The amplitude of the oscillatory solution diverges

as z approaches a turning point. By exaning the exact solution in this

region we can place a bound on Y m-i" and assum that the phase part of the

solution remains valid.

Let us now reconsider equation 7.6 using the WK solutions discussed

above. We will use the shorthand notation
, Zit

Gm (lu,l) = J 411 di-

l
The expressions for d (z), d i (z), and d II (z) can immediately be recognized:m m m

",.,

dm (=i )

-~
Õp¡ (~) CDS! ()'" ('lu,lJ - ~ J

~

. 'f

dm' (l)

-~ . ) ( ) 1J
Jz 3'1' (:¿ exp L L Ølf lui l - Ll 7.13

and, J~' (l) = ~ )',,;~ (l) exp -a ()'" (lu.i) - f J .
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The expressions in equation 7.13 are assumed to be valid for Zt ~ Z ~ Zu

and equal to zero outside these limits. With these expressions equation

7.4 becomes

~: (fir)
¿ COS Em (is)

HO(I)&",t) eXf ¡ f'¡n(:i)
8 Vm '(:2 (t 1m/¡2 (is)

7.14

~ ii i COS t"m(rs)
flO(')ÇlJlr) ext -iE",(r)and

Om (('iT) =
8 Vni 0m'l(l:) 'l~ (:/:5)

.-

where
fni (r:)

-
L em ('lu,'l) - ~ J ,

-

The Green's function of equation 7.2 with the WK approximation is

. ~
G(r.l I ('o,ro) = ~ 'i

1'::0

Cos £n (r) CDS sl (.:o) ii (I) L 1

0. ¥" 'h('loh. '& (lc) n. 01. ¡'''-i.1

7.15

The expressions for p , and p " (equation 7.5) arem m
. 2 ~ l~

n '(fli) = iKo .ç Ym (-2) CDS ET1(~) J(' efT: r (lo~ t (f' Ô(" i-t)
rm 'i ;l L. &( ,\ .Î 0 0 17nl ~ '"" oj 01 0,

17~O 'tn lj vn
to l-o

7.16

and

. 2 eb ~ (;in _ L Ko '1m (l-) COs tT1 ~) ~ r. r
p. (i,i;/) -;i ~ r.Y.(l v. Jr,Ji-J...J J ~.l.) 6"~ ,,io,t)

fo olo
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where r r't1,ft-o) ::

n~(r-o) CDS EY1(rc) eXf ¿ r ftt,(lo) - Em (2-)7V ~( ) ~ L ~CJ", -20, ~ (iQ)

r () _ nlio) COS EY1(?:o) . ft: ( , J
-tmn2 -lo - y ~() Yz \ eXf -L em lOJ - fWl(~)J

ti t-o ~ (lo/

and F.n h) := Uo (I) ~",~,) U, (I' L c1~ ic- r. ß / H. (i) ~.. r) .

Substituting equations 7.l3 and 7.16 into 7.6, we have

ifm( fir/i)

. (i)
L CoS f,.Jls) Wo (d",t-) L (i)

~2 f'i CDS em \r/ +
q Om 'Om (£,) 0~i (2-)

t; i: "fM ~(;! CDS Cd W rdr,di, ô F.. ir,) rtJt.) - r""Jt,~ 1

~ n~o Ù. ('l V. u ~
o 0

.IJXp L' Il- ç 'I",'h(t) COS f,,(l)~&r di Õ E lro)II' liJ +r li.~~ 7.17L i1 ¿ v Y2( , ."' 0 0 rtf1 +il111 "'(1). ~
1 1';0 0" a v"

T'ÐlO

where we have used the trigonometric iden ti ty

e.\ t.i'ò = :2 COS B (t¡--t~ exl' il:HHB)J .

The expression given in equation 7.17 is very similar to the corresponding

expression (equation 5.7) in the isospeed waveguide. The eigenfunctions are
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modified as an amplitude fluctuation and the phase fluctuation S is
m

Sm (r,:c¡t) g B...l~) 5fJr, Jio F.lr.) "P"'nl'lo) O'(toi"l-)
roro

7.18

where 13,11 (r)

z ~
1\0 ~", (l-) Cos En (~)

;¿ o,tiC'l) Vn

and "Pm" (~o) -

)10 (~o) C OS EI1 (:to)

r", ~ (-to) õri Yi (ro)
CDS re..i~~,) - i¡(l~t)J .

Comparing equations 5.7 and 7.18, we can notice that the horizontal

,range dependences are identical for both expressions. The asymptotic ex-

pansions of equations 5. LO and 5.11 can again be used and the analysis for

the horizontal fluctuations can proceed in an identical manner. The

dominant term in the sumation will again occur when n ~ m and the inter-

action process will select those internal waves whose wavenumer projection

upon the transmission path is equal to the difference between the wavenumers

of a scattered and incident wave.

""

j;,
, ,(

The condition that a. = I a. - a. I has the same physical interpretationx m n
in term of ray theory in the variable sound speed channel as it does in the

iGospeed waveguide. As in section 5, we shall assume that n ~ m. The ray

cycle length h (~ ) is given by
o~ -lu.

h (~,) -= J. r ~ ili ",.i 5 cos Ø,!Ín:(i)- CDS'ØJ'I rR:¿i -r
wherè ~ 0 is the ray angle at c = Co .

7.19
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Defining
t ( Øo)

0-5

-i '

(fn.2(~) - COS2ø.JIiJ.,z.t )
we can write the resonance condition

~u.

5 ¥",Ji ~ (m+ ~) 1( as
i',t

(m+1)r - tQm t(Øo~) -
lJ",-
Co t ( Øo~)

7.20.

Differen tiating 7.20 with respect to w, we have

d rg ø(ø.)~ == ~ + (J ò-t dØo :: 0
YW eo \ oJJ Co eo ¡¡o -- 7.2l

where

rU. . _~
~ø :: ) cv ø. S;/1 ø. I n: (l-) - Co 'øJ tile :: ~ sin ø. h (ø.) ·õ 0

~
Substituting this expression into 7.21, we have

rlw--
LV

h (øo) . dirt.

- J t(~o) SIn YJo ~~o

7.22

If we now integrate equation 7.22 while requiring n :: m so that ß (lj ) and
o

h (lj ) are approximately constant, we have
. 0

ft~ -=
W..

h(Øo,J r d ø. 1

( L CÐSYJOt - CÐS om JJ t ØOI')

7.23

Now taking w :: w and lj :: lj , equation 7.23 can be approximated as'. n m on om
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Wit - w",
Wm h ( ØOtl)

J. t CØom)
, 7.24

L ØOt# - øonJ 5J~ ØOrr

Noting that equation 7.20 gives

G4 - Wm

tfø-- (rl- m) 1(
)

7.25.

the relationship for cycle length becomes

h (ØOlt)
;iV (n-m)

1(0 (ØOl- - Ø(¡'ri)Sln ØOrt

7.26

Considering the quantity I CI - CI I, we havem n

I 01.. - 0(" I :: /(0 i CDS øo," - CDS ø." I ~ /(01 (øo. - Ø"") S) ~ rA",1 7 .27

The projection of the internal-wave wavelength is given by

Xx
J.7( .i rr J17- ~ - ~ 7.28-
d.x

Jdm - cXi1 l to l(øori- ØOtt) 5/~ (bo~ L ,

Comparing equations 7.26 and 7.28, we see that the interaction process

tends to select those internal waves whose wavelength projection along

the transmission path is an integral fraction of the ray _cycle lengtho

In section 6 we discussed the non-linearities inherent to the phase and

amplitude fluctuations due to the multimode structure of the received signal.

It was apparent that the relationship between the induced refractive index

" '

l
¡
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\\
fluctuations and the acoustic fluctuations was quite complicated. Examina-

tien of the phase rate fluctuation revealed that it could be expressed as a

weighted average of the phase rate fluctuation in each mode. Each of these

modal phase rate fluctuations could be related to the internal wave fluctua-

tions. In the discussion that follows we shall then determine the modal

phase rate fluctuation S in a variable sound speed waveguide.
m

From equation 7.18 we can write

S", L r ,-l ;1:) ~ ~ 13",.( l) 55 ¿tt, &lo r.) ron)",~ (l,) Ó'( ro, lo, t)~~ ~~ " 7.29

where F (r) is expressed by equation 7.16, and B (z) and D (z) aremn 0 rn rn 0
given by equation 7.18. In determining various statistical quantities such

as the root mean square phase rate, we shall introduce several approximations

and expansions for computational convenience. Except for a first order ex-

pansion on the exponential term of F (r), all the approximations are takenmn 0
on the coefficients of B (z) and D (z). For numerical calculations wemn rn 0
shall use an asymmtric n 2 -bilinear sound speed profile which is represen-

o

tative for North Atlantic water. This will permt a comparison to be made

with experimental acoustic fluctuation data and previous theoretical calcula-

tions. The n 2 -bilinear profile also enables eigenvalues to be easily cal-
o

culated. In addition exact eigenfunction solutions are known (in term of

Airy functions) so that the amount of error introduced by the WK approxirn-

tion can be determned.

Let us now examine the various terms in equation 7.29 and discuss the

approximations we shall use in determining the rm phase rate fluctuation.
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\\
The expressions for B (z) and D (z) aremn mn 0

Bmn ( ~ )

z ~ "
to Pm i (:l) CDS E" (:t¡

~ ¥111t(:t) Vri .

and V~t1l~o) -- Ylo(=ro) CDS £o1(rO)

" !li() !lz
0rt r, 1t7 (lo)

CDS I G,.iuio) - e.. (lu ,=t)J
II

From the definition of e we can immediately write
m

Cas I 9l7 (lulo) - em (~u,~)J CÐ5 r 917 (l, i!o)) ,

For a typical sound speed profile the index of refraction n will vary by, 0
only 3 percent over the entire water colum. We shall then assume n to be

o

a constant, denote it by n , and remove it from the integral over z. Usingo 0
the condition that the dominant terms in the sumation are those where n ~ m,

we can take

-y Jl'l ('7 , ~ ( ì0,. T:j ~)'m ~ so that

Om'/2(~)11:1.(:i:) ~ I ,
l

The product of y ~ (z ) y ~ (z ) in the denominator of D (z) arises from them 0 n 0 mn
use of the wi approximation and gives the eigenfunction amplitudes. It was

previously mentioned that the WK solution diverges near a turning point,

that is where y 2 = o. If we examne the exact eigenfunction solution for
m

the n 2 -bilinear profile, we notice that the behavior of the Airy function
o
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(which is shown below) remains finite in the region near y 2 = 0m

\

'. .

À(y2)
A (0)

0.4

o
-0.4

-0.8

:.-1.2' .', ....
'.. _.

y2~0. )'2:0 ' . 2c:åy,

Figure 7: Airy Function behavior in region near the turning point.

As we approach the turning point from the oscillatory region the amplitude

increases slightly. In the WK solution (equation 7.11) this increase in

ampli tude is caused by the y -~ term. Close to the turning point the WK
m

solution indicates that the eigenfunctiön amplitude will rapidly increase and

become infinite at y = o. On the other hand the exact solution reveals an
m

amplitude maximum and an exponential decrease as the turning point is ap-

proached. We shall use the following scheme to approximate the eigenfunction

ampli tudes. The actual values of y ~(z ) and y ~(z ) in the denominator ofm 0 n 0
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, \,
D (z) will be used if the conditionmn 0

\ lu,l.. IJ l5 Ji-
l'

is satisfied (Porter and Leslie, 1975). 'When this expression is not satisfie4 '

72

(implying z' is close to one of the turning points), we shall use a constant

value for y -~(z ) throughout the region between z' and the turning point. It
o

is important to note that while the above approximate procedure is used to

calculate the eigenfunction amplitude, the actual depth variations of y
m

and yare used in the sinusoidal term since they remain finite. The ap-n

proximate expressions for B (z) and D (z) are nowmn mn 0

Bmn ('l) ~ (~0ï:1\7n) CDS I en (lu,l) - -¡iit)

7.30

and t)"m (;1.) ~ no 't~'I (to) r; (to) CDS L Ø,(tu,t 0) - r 1 cos1 em (;1/o)J ,

Substituting these expressions in equation 7.29, we have

S.. (fii'¡t) ~ t (/(: n,M.) CoS I G.\i.,'l) - i((i 1 .

) 5 &~o di'o F"..n (f,) ¿. (r, ,t, ii)
'rciio

CDS £n(~l)) CDS (e/tl~l-2o~

,,;: (l:o) õ,,'/i( lD)

7.31

,

In order to calculate the rm phase rate fluctuation, we must square

equation 7.31, average the result, and take the square root. We shall assume

the internal wave field to be horizontally isotropic and shall use the rms
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,
behavior of the refractive index fluctuations in the vertical direction.

Because the magnitude of the mean-square refractive index fluctuations is

proportional to N3 (z), most of the acoustic phase rate fluctuations will

occur in shallow water where N(z) is greatest. We shall use an internal

wave vertical correlation scale of 100 meters which is typical in shallow

water (Mun and Zachariasen, 1976). If we let

Lnil1 (',lQ1t) = ) J~o ~,,ro) 6'('OI~O,-t)

ro

then L 2 can be determined by the procedure described from equation 5.9 to
mn

equa tion 5.25. We can therefore express L 2 as
mn

i
Lmn

97TX

oL" i.1l

QO

))) Jdx #y dw F¿ (oI.,~y, w) r(d X +01.. - 01,,)
-ct

7.32

where F¿- (olx/olY/CùI.z) = 0:/ ~ (olx,oly/JJl) .

Applying the condi tion of horizontal isotropy we can write
01 00

~ (ol,W,l)i. 8X

) dw 5 åd
Lml1

0/1, 01 1f
(a 1. -1)/ ) ¥%-O( 0 .

7.33

To proceed further we mus t subs ti tute a specific form for the spectral

density F. (a,w,z). For convenience we shall use the GM72 form of F. (a,w,z),cr cr
so that from equation 2.18 we have

E (ot tV) =ô7i. '

.3 2 2 3
~EB No lJi.)l N

d1f ~2 W

7.34

.

The substitution of equation 7.34 into equation 7.33 permts us to determine

the mean-square phase rate fluctuation. We now have
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i
Lltn

3 2;3
_ 32 X 13 £)1 N N02W..

1f d 8201., oIm

N Jd (I'

J dwJ vitiiJ (ol2_dz)~
w.: II

,
,

7.35

.

In equation 7.35 the lower limi t of integration on a has been replaced by

6, since a must be ~ 6 for real internal waves to contribute to the acoustic

fluctuation. We must similarly replace the lower limit of integration on

úl by úl6, where the dispersion relation gives

Wd = I w/ + (2 

"BiNoll 

JlJ'
, 7.36

.

The physical interpretation for these changes in the limits of integration

is shown in the figure below (adapted from Garrett and Mun (1972, Fig. 7)) .

. :N

F
R
E
0
UW
E
N

,I C
y,

Wò.

Wi

ò.

(l )
(( (w)

, j ((cn(w)

----- ----------------
;.

, .
~ .."

..

.- ".:.

" " '
.... .".

VIAVENUMBER C(

F.igue 8: R;egion of integration. in frequency-wavenumer space for equation 7.35.
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The integral over a wi thin equation 7.35 can be evaluated analytically

so that
Jr;ll)

J doc - IJ f ¡olll) + V(¡ci(i)J~ 11í!(olz-l1Z)~ - M d
Ll

.

l oi (I)-I .1
C os À I: 7.37

Equation 7.35 can now be written as

Lm: -

where Jr; ll) =

and Q=

tI

QN;) 5. J ..1 c.. -I rf-nll)- aW W osk Å
eX"

tù4

. Vz
d (~/.~ w/)

:l B No

7.38

:3 ~ z
3J. X B E)1 No Wi

1T ¡f 32 olm
.

We must now consider the integral

N

5 dw w-I Cosh-I
c.4

ci (11~
il

We notice from equation 7.36 that wI: is always greater than wi' Since the

L 1" t f' t t'. h II ' , (1) th t'ower imi 0 in egra ion is wI: ' we s a approximate Ja over e en ire

integration region by

(I . i/.
Ii -= lW¡tJBNo ,

The w in tegral can now be wri tten as

N

5 dw
(.A

-I -I Ww Cask a
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/ (2 'l)~
0. = 02BNoll/d = W4 - Wi.)

This integral has been evaluated (Dwight, 1961, p. 171) so that

N

5 aLe W-I CosÁ -I ~ duJ
W4

:i 2.
-l r (J JwJ + -l JL;¿ xn Q J~ w'

il
'.3(1

+ ;)01/(,(/1 + '"

rJ

7.39

.
WA

Since Ct is always less than w, we shall retain the first two term

in the sumation. Equation 7.38 now becomes

i7 == ~ 5 r£i-tl~ f¡j B-12-l r ~ 72.I-l - -l iI 7.40ttn ¿)olýJ L 1: ßNoA L.x BNol1 L i J NZ WdZ , .

write the mean-square phase rate fluctuation as

Assuming uncorrelated scattered cross-mode term, we can now

-
s"¿ -=m

Q ~
;i 211:0

1. ~ _2 2."0 Ylo. COS £.n(i)
t. oL" v,/ ,

"

5) h di, N3(l3) L(l3)t&(i.)
lo~i

Mmi/io) Mll11(-2,)

r, ~ Yo ~
'1m Z(lo) ~nt (~,) ¥" L(2o) ~ i(~i)

7.41

.

In equation 7.41 we have let

l. z = lo - it ) r ~ = -1 (to + ri)
)

, \\
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.2.i '\
L (1.) :: r-i.0l- riY16) + r B~o8Jr~ - ï?JBtJi1 t 13Noß á N A)

and Mnrl1 (;ZC)
-- Cas £" l-lo) cost em (li loH ,

We shall now introduce a correlation function of the form

td- (:lz)
exp L-l; /1:J 7.42

where l is the vertical correlation scale.
Z

Equa tion 7.42 is not meant to model precisely the vertical fluctuations of

internal waves, but rather it allows a reasonable model for the internal

wave fluctuations which can be easily integrated.

Let us change the integration variables from zo' zl to z2' z3' The

in tegra tion limi ts on z2 can be extended to f ~ without contributing a

since i is much less than the width of the waveguidez
significant error,

(the distance between the upper and lower turning points) for all but the

lowest order modes. Using trigonometric identities we can write Mmn (ZO)Mmn (zl)

as

M",~ (io) M",. (1,) == -! 2 CDS G~ ('2,,'0) + 51~le~i:z",io)+e,(:ZUl,)JJ

· tcos G", (l"io) + CDS I Gm(i ;ro) -I e.. (i',l,)) ~ .
7.43
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M...l, M",.(l,) ~ * ¿CDS liz CVS 'ì(èZ l cos 't/Z CÐSpe..(l,'l3))

+ Ccsõ.,z sin L.iÐ,,('iu,.:,i+ sin!:e. (iuil'os fe..(l,:JJ; .

We can also use the same arguint to write

-r, -~ -~ -~
'õ", (io)'lJt (i) 'tyt tll)) ~ (~i) ~ ìf~' (t3) '5:'(~n) ,

Equa tion 7.41 is now

.z ex co
S m -: -; ~

11=0

1.1 "l _2. 2
~o 110 C05 En(.l-)

c. 01 n V,/
.

Q1

) ctl3 N:(~~)) ~(:~~ Jdiz M..)l.)l..,,(:¿,) eXtl-2;/R:J 7.44
l.. lt =t;J 17 ~~07 -Gb

To perform the integration over z2' we shall use (Dwight, 1961, p. 236)

S LCOS h J exp r - fXZf dx == fl exp l- -iJ-~ ,q t
Noting that y,y ;:;: y -y , we can writen m n m
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Of

5 drz M"'r1(io) M""li,) expl-iz7./1/J ~
-ø

11. fi li eXf I- (i..~)':'J + L Çin Rf)n (Tu,i',8 cosI.: e.. (i', i.if .

The expression for the mean-square phase rate fluctuation finally becomes

-: Q if= ~ lo\l Ylo 2 (J Ntc;))L(r,)) T(i;))S = - 1 y TT G ) Vll~ni lJ l, 11=0 if d" v,, -s 1m (z~) 3'11 (~21)
7.45

where T(l.)=~ tXí'r- (k~tl:J+ ~ sl:.!J9n(lui.Hcoslig..(l,i,i,

Equation 7.45 is in a form which can be directly evalua tèd to

determine the phase rate fluctuation for one incident mode. Since

the variable-sound-speed waveguide can sustain multimode propagation,

we must use equation 6.l9 to compute the total mean-square phase rate

fluctuation at any point in the waveguide. The actual procedure that

was used to calculate the total mean-square phase rate fluctuation was

as follows:

(a) using the WK approximation, determne which incident modes

are strongly excited at the receiver.

(b) using equation 7.45, calculate the phase rate fluctuations

for each incident mode.

(c) using the weighted average concept from eqnation 6.19,

determine the total mean-square phase rate fluctuation.
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\
In order to compare the calculated values with actual experimental

data, we have used an asymmetric n 2 bilinear-sound-speed profile
o

which leads to convenient representations for the various depth-

dependent quanti ties in equation 7.45. For simplifica tion in the

mathematics the depth axis has been shifted so that z = 0 at the sound

speed minimum, z ~ 0 above the minimum, and z ~ 0 below the minimum.

The n 2 profi le can be wri tten as
o

n/(r) -= S 1- iul-

( I + ~J. i,

for L "7 0
7.46

for l. ¿ 0

where ~ and qi are the slopes of the profile for z ~ 0 and z ~ 0

respectively. Figure 9 schematically pictures the n 2 profile ando

the shifted coordinate system.

Expressions such as e (z , z), the characteristic equation of them u
wave-guide (equation 7.10), and the normlization factor (equation 7.12)

can be easily determned using equation 7.46. For exaple, withr ~'ttt/i) == /(0 L l10\:i) - COS 2 Øn1J

where ~ is the horizontal propagation angle, equation 7.10 becomes
m

lu.

(In +i)7r = ) 'I", rh
li

.:u

- ) l WI d'l
o

o

+ ) -d", J.
l.i.
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SQUARED REFRACTIVE INDEX
1.0

Z::O SLOPE qu~ .
Z =0

Z-cO
~ ... ', SLOPE a.e

~

!igure 9: Bilinear squared-refractive-index profile with depth origin

shifted to sound channel axis.
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(m+ ~)1r

r(, 0
j r 2 J~ 5 ~Ko sin øm - ?i/: dl + ko ls,',/ øm + i.tlJ d:to l

1.

.\\

(rnl l)1f
. 3 rl

J. Ko Sin \fom

:3
r l' . ( 1tu + 1£

7.47

where ~ is the horizontal propagation angle at z = o.
om

The actual integral over z3 in equation 7.45 is performed numeri-

cally using the trapezoidal rule. The limits of integration on z3 are

controlled by two independent factors. The first, which is solely

acoustic in nature, is based on the assumption that the acoustic field

for any mode is equal to zero outside its turning points. For a given

incident and scattered mode the region of integration on z3 will be

over those depths where the ampli tude of ei ther mode does not equal

zero. The second factor is due to the frequency limi ts imposed on the

internal waves. From equation 7.38 we noted that N(z3) must always be

greater than w/). For an expnentially decaying N, a depth will be

reached where N(z3) = w/). Below this depth the internal wave effects

will be zero. The limits of integration on z3 must therefore be

chosen so as to satisfy both of these factors.

wi th the coordinate system in Figure 9 the exponentially decaying

Brunt-väisälä frequency is written as

N (i~) = No exr Rl3 - ls)(13 J 7.48

where z is the actual depth of the sound channel axis 0
s
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In equation 7.48 we choose the lie depth B to be 1300 meters and set

N equal to 3 cycleslhr (5.2 x 10-3 rad/sec). The inertial frequency
o

li. is taen as 7.3 x 10-5 rad/sec (at 300 latitude). From an estimatedi
rms refractive index fluctuation of 5' x iO-4 at the top of the main

thermocline (Munk and Zachariasen, 1976), we set the value of the dimen-

sionless parameter ~ to be 24.5.

For actual calculations we have chosen a sound-speed profile

representative of the region between Eleuthera and Bermuda. We have

picked a sound speed minimum of l492 m/s (at l300 m), a surface speed

In evaluating equation 7.45, we note that an infinite sumation of

scattered modes n is necessary to calculate the mean-square phase rate

fluctuation for incident mode m. We recall sections 4 and 5 where we

argued that the dominant terms in the sumation are for n ~ m. With

equation 7.45 we can verify that this claim is in fact true. Figure 10

shows the percent of the total phase rate fluctuation for mode m versus

the numer of scattered modes displaced from mode m. The curve show is

an average of the curves from several widely spaced incident modes (modes

50, 100, and 200). We can see that over 95% of the contribution to the

mean-square phase rate fluctuation occurs from scattered modes whose

mode numer is wi thin 10 of the incident mode. In determining S 2 we
m

shall then replace the infinite sumation by

m+IO

"2
n=m-,o e
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00

Figure 10: Relative contribution of scattered modes to the modal phase rate

fluctuation. Over 95% of the contribution occurs for scattered

modes with a mode numer within LO of the incident mode. The

curve shown is an average for three inëiden t modes (modes 50,

100, 200).

.1:
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The condition that a = I a - a I allows us to determne the horizon-x m n
tal scales of internal waves that are most important in the acoustic

interaction process. If we choose an incident mode numer of 100,

for example, we find tha't 'internal waves whose horizontal wavelength

projection along the ,propagation path is less than 5 km contribute

less than 5% to the total phase rate fluctuation.

Munk and Zachariasen (l976) have developed a theoretical model

based upon ray techniques to explain acous tic-in ternal wave in terac-

tions in the ocean. They have compared experimental data from the MIMI

transmissions between Eleuthera and Bermuda (Clark and Kronengold, 1974)

wi th their theoretical predictions for the rms(Ps. :asJ ~

Although Munk and Zachariasen do not compute

rate fluctuation.

a t a given depth,

they do calculate the rms phase rate fluctuation for a single axial

ray and for a single surface limited ray (a ray whose upper turning

point is at the sea surface). For a range of 550 km and an acoustic

frequency of 406 Hz they find that

kt ~ 2.9 x 10-3 rad/sec for axial ray

l 4.6 x 10-3 rad/sec for surface limited ray.

The actual MIMI experimental value for a source and receiver on the

sound channel axis is

Ls"il t/Z
= 2.8 X 10-3 rad/sec.

Wi th a source at 406 Hz, a range of 550 km, and the n 2 bilinear
o

profi'le chosen above, the multimode rm phase rate fluctuation has been

determned using equations 7.45 and 6.19. The depth dependency has been
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plotted in Figure 11. It can be seen that the calculated values com-

pare favorably with those of Mun and Zachariasen. The computed

value at the sound chanel axis is approximately one-half that of the

experimental value.

The larger phase rate values at shallow and deep water can be

explained by the following argument. The separation between the upper

and lower turning point of a mode is proportional to its mode numer

(see equation 7.47). Due to the exponential Brunt-Väisälä profile,

most of the refractive index fluctuation energy is in shallow water.

We would therefore expect the higher order modes, which have a shal-

lower upper turning point, to contain more internal-wave-induced fluc-

tuation energy than the lower order modes. On the other hand, lower

order modes con tain mos t of the acous tic energy for receiver depths

close to the sound channel axis. The resultant depth dependence of

(S.2 J ~
in Figure 11 is then evident.

Close examination of Figure 11 suggests that the minimum value of

the phase rate fluctuation occurs several hundred meters below the

sound speed minimum. The calculated phase rate fluctuations for a

receiver above the sound channel axis are greater than the fluctuations

for a receiver at the same sound speed below the axis. The skewness

about the sound chanel axis is due to the depth dependence of the

Brunt-Väisäläprofile with its associated refractive index fluctuations.

This conclusion is based upon a comparison of calculated phase rate

fluctuations from profiles with constant and exponentially decaying

Brunt-väisälä frequencies. The precise depth dependency of the phase
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Figure 11: Depth dependence of the multimode rm phase rate fluctuation at a

range of 550 km. The source is at the axis of the sound chanel

(1300 meters) and has a frequency of 406 Hz. The SOlid line is

a visual fit for the computed points.
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rate fluctuations is thus a function of the depth distribution of the

induced refractive index fluctuations.

Experimental data also suggests that the depths for the minimum

sound speed and the minimum phase rate fluctuation do not coincide

(Porter and Spindel, 1976). The Porter and Spindel data was taen at

a range of 264 km with a source at 1100 meters and a frequency of 220 Hz.

With a minimum sound speed of 1495 m/s (at llOO m) and bilinear slopes

of ~ = 5.24 x 10-5 m-i and qi =1.48 x 10-5 m-1, we have calculated

the rms phase rate fluctuations. A comparison of the measured and

predicted values at several receiver depths is shown below:

Depth Measured Calcula ted

500 m 6.6 x 10-3 rls 1.0 x 10-3 rls

1000 m 4.3 x 10-3 rls 0.7 x 10-3 rls

1500 m 2.7 x 10-3 rls 0.6 x 10-3 rls
Before we explain possible reasons for the discrepancy between the cal-

culated and measured values, we should note that the smallest phase

rate fluctuations occur for the 1500 meter receiver depth (400 meters

below the sound channel axis). Unfortunately there is no data for

deeper depths. This data is then consistent with the profile in Figure ll.

The MIMI data mentioned above used fixed sources and fixed receivers.

The Porter and Spindel experiment used a fixed source and drifting receivers

with typical velocities along the propagation vector of 500 metersjhr.

The drifting receivers are probably the reason for the large difference

between the computed and measured values. Two possible explanations

can be used to explain the large measured phase rate fluctuations. Due
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to the resulting Doppler shift, increased spectral levels in the refrac-

tive index fluctuations will be experienced by the drifting receiver

(Garrett and Mun, 1972, section 8). Secondly, the actual horizontal

displacement will cause a different multipath structure to be encountered

as the receiver moves through space. This will also create an increase

in the acoustic fluctuations. It should be noted that the expressions

derived here are directly applicable only to fixed sources and fixed

receivers.

Other statistical quanti ties such as the frequency spectrum of the

phase rate fluctuations can be easily obtained from the above derivation.

Noting that

· z
Sm

- 5 Fj (w) Jwm
W

)

we can use equation 7.45 and 7.38 to write

d;") r Q I~ Vi ~o
lI-Z

~ (w)
I

Cosl-1
Ko no- .

w
If 0Ir¡ v" 2-

m

5 dr3
N3(l~) T(r3)

JYm (~~) If" (l))-l)
7.49

In equation 7.49 we recall that

i ol(l) (w)

f/
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For a given value of 00, there are several important points to consider

in evaluating equation 7.49. No internal wave contributions exist for

00 ~ ootJ' where ootJ is a function of modes m and n (equation 7.36). As

the scattered mode numer n changes in equation 7.49, the minimum value

of 00 causing acoustic fluctuations will also change. For high frequencies

the value of 00 may exceed N(z3) over part of the z3 r,egion of integration.

When this occurs we must change the upper limit of integration to the

depth where 00 = N (z3) .

In Figure 12 we have determned the frequency spectrum of the phase

rate fluctuations for a single incident mode. As in Figure II we have

used a source at 1300 meters with a frequency of 406 Hz and have cal-

culated the frequency spectrum at a range of 550 KI. We have chosen a

receiver depth of 300 meters and have selected a strongly excited in-

cident mode (mode 304). The solid line in Figue 12 is a plot of the

calculated values from equation 7.49. The inertial frequency oo. andi
the peak Brunt-V'åisiUä N are indicated in the figure. We note that

o

over much of the frequency range the slope of the phase rate spectru

is between -0.5 and -1.0. At high frequencies it is approximately -1.0

with a sharp cutoff beyond the Brunt-Vaisala frequency at the upper

turning point of the mode. For 'a multimode frequency spectrum the mid-

frequency dependence will be the sam as in Figure 12 while the high

and low frequency characteristics will be slightly modified. For exale,

the high-frequency cutoff will be more gradual since the maximum Brut-

väisaiä frequency will be different for each moeó
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F,igure 12: Phase rate frequency spectrum for single incident mode. Source

frequency is 406 Hz, source depth is 1300 me.ters, receiver depth

is 300 meters, range is 550 km, incident mode numer is 304,

peak Brunt-väisälä frequency N is 3 cycleslhr (CPH), ando ,
inertial frequency w. is 0.042 CPR.
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The frequency spectrum predicted by F.igure 12 compares favorably --
,

with experimental results. Dyson.~ aL. (1976) show that the slope of

the spectrum for the MIMI data is between 0 and -1 and approaches -1

for high frequencies. Porter and Spindel (1976) find that the slope

of their data is constant with a value slightly less than one over much

of the internal wave frequency band with a sharp cutoff in the r,egion

of the largest Brunt~väisäiä frequency for the water colum. Theoretical

estimates using ray acoustics have been made for the frequency spectrum

of the phase fluctuations. For a single path Mun and Zachariasen (1976)

have predicted a constant w - 3 dependence (w -1 for phase rate), while

Porter ~ aL. (1974) have found an w-2. dependence (wo for phase rate)

for a two-ray interference. It appears that the estimate of the frequency

spectrum for phase rate fluctuations using acoustic wave techniques

agrees better with the actual data.

The prediction of acoustic fluctuations in this thesis have all

been based on the assumption that the acoustic-internal wave interaction

can be modeled as a weak scattering process. The solutions indicate

that quantities such as the mean-square phase fluctuations or the ",0,

~

. r
phase-rate frequency spectrum are linearly proportional to range.

since we have neglected back-scattering and multiple-scattering

effects in our derivation, it is important to determne the region of

validity for our expressions.

We shall use the criterion that the solutions are valid when the

phase fluctuations arising from one incident mode are less than n/2

radians. It should be noted that we are not requiring that the total
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phase fluctuation (see section 6) be less than n/2 radians. We can

obtain a rough estimate for the range of validity by examining

equation 4.24:

-
S2 =m

XX

i¡ ~ 5~( c:(dIf-~r1)X2
K. noW ~ r'(l,)hM~'(l,l,~ ~ dx)x, t6'(:tJ t

00

Let us now choose a correlation function of the form

~()(2) = tXP (- X:li:J

where tH is the horizontal correlation scale

and x2 = Xo - Xi .

Changing the integration variables to x2 and x3 (where

x3 = ~(xo + xl)) and noting that LH c:c: ,x)so that the limits on the

xi integral can be extended to we can wri te+00- ,

S.2l'
Kc " noZ X

VZ
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The integral over xi has been evaluated (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, "

1965, p. 307) so that
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In equation 7.52, r2(ZT) is the square of the acoustic thicknesso

From section 2, we can write

-~ 11)
Ô2 (i) =(SXIO-¡

N*(~)

N* ,
, 0 .

Using the exponentially decaying Brunt-väisäiä profile (equation 2.3)

and integrating over depth, we have

z

rZ(lT) ~ rc S-XIO-"l ~B 11

where B is the lIe deptl.

Since only a few of the scattered modes contribute appreciably

to the sumation, we can write

5Z ~H1

Il 2 Z() d IT ~
KQ no r LT 'K Á H

rX,. p2

The requiremen t that
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Choosing parameters consis tent with other parts of this thesis,

we have B = 1300 meters, D = 5000 meters, and.£H = 1000 meters. With

source frequencies of 406 Hz and 220 Hz we find that the range of

validi ty is

x406 ~ 65 km.
7.55

x220 ~ 221 km.

If we relax our phase requirement to Si~ii ~ 1T, the ranges of validi ty
will increase by a factor of 4. It should be noted that the estimates

given here are conservative, since we have chosen the maximum possible

values in equation 7.52.

The calculations performed earlier in this section at a range

of 550 km are probably beyond the region of applicability of the

weak scattering theory. Nevertheless, there appears to be a fairly

close agreement between the measured and calculated values.

Experimental data with acoustic frequencies at 220 Hz and 406 Hz

(Porter .and Spindel, 1976) indicates that weak scattering theory is

still valid at a range of 250 km. The theoretical calculations

(equation 7.49) show that the frequency spectra of the phase rate

fluctuation is proportional to the square of acoustic frequency.

A comparison of the spectra from 220 Hz and 406 Hz sources indicates

that the 406 Hz spectral levels are consistently 5-6 dB greater.

The actual ratio is then approximate ly 3.55 as compared to the

predicted ratio of 3.4. Since strong scattering theory (Tatarski,

1971) does not predict this same acoustic frequency dependence, it
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is reasonable to assume that weak scattering theory is still valid

for this range.
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8. CONCLUSIONS \\
This thesis investigated the nature of acoustic-internal wave in-

teraction using acoustic wave techiques. The study did not attempt to

prove that all or even most of the acoustic fluctuations in long range

propagation are the direct or indirect result of internal waves. Hori-

zontal currents, tides, microstructure, as well as internal waves can

all cause significant acoustic fluctuations. For the space and tide

scales of interest here, internal waves are likely to have a consider-

able influence on sound propagation. Using a statistical internal wave

model the relationship between the induced refractive index fluctua-

tions and the acoustic fluctuations has been explored.

Wi th weak scattering theory in an acoustic waveguide, we have

found that the internal wave field acts as a diffraction grating to the

acoustic wave. Together with the properties of the wavegi,ide,' the in-:

ternal waves only permt selected scattered acoustic waves to pro~agate

to long ranges with little attenuation. With a random wavenumer distri-

bution of internal waves the acoustic field performs a spatial filtering

of the internal wave. field. Acoustic fluctuations become a statistical

average with a bias toward particular spatial internal wavelengths.

The multimode nature of acoustic propagation greatly complicates

the relationship between internal waves and acoustics. Single mode propa-

gation permts linear relationships to be estalished between the statis-

tics of acoustic fluctuations and those of internal waves. Multimode

propagation induces non-linearities to the acoustic phase and amplitude

fluctuations which preclude their comparison to internal wave statistics.
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With the assumptions of statistical independence between the \

amplitude and phase fluctuations within a mode and between different

modes, we found that the total phase rate fluctuation was a weighted

average of the individual phase rate fluctuations in each mode. Each

of the modal phase rate fluctuations can be related to the internal

wave fluctuations, so that a direct relationship exists between the

multi-mode phase rate statistics and the internal statistics.

Comparisons have been made between measured and predicted phase

rate fluctuations for long range acoustic propagation. The theoretical

estimtes have been based upon the Garrett and Munk 1972 internal wave

modeL. Considering the approximations and uncertainties in the acoustic

and internal wave models, the correspondence between the theoretical

and actual values is quite surprising. The theory also compar~s favor-

ably with a weak scattering theory based upon geometrical optic tech-

niques. The depth variation of rIS phase rate fluctuation suggests

that the influence of internal waves on acoustics is innimal at a depth

several hundred meters below the sound channel axs.

The frequency spectrum for the phase rate fluctuation was also

examned. Due to the multimode propagation the observed spectrum i~

a weighted average of the spectrum in each mode. Each of these compo-

nent spectra can then be related to the internal wave statistics. We

found that over a wide frequency band the calculated phase rate spec-

trum for a single mode is proportional to w-ii "and approaches w-i at

high frequencies.
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Several improvemen ts could be made in the theory to provide a

better estimate for the phase rate fluctuations. Wi th the n 2 bi linearo

profile the exact Airy function solution could be substituted for the

WK approximation. More realistic sound-speed profiles would also

give better results. Any more sophisticated acoustic model would prob-

ably cause a substantial increase in computer execution time. With the

WK approximtion and the bilinear profile in taes approximately 5

minutes on a Hewlett-Packard 2100 computer to obtain an estimate of the

phase rate fluctuations due to one incident mode. Several modifications

in the internal wave model might also be considered. The GM75 model

could be used instead of the GM72 model to obtain the same phase rate

estimates. We would expect the results to be comparable although long

internal wavelengths w.ould be slightly more energetic in the interact-

ion process. The vertical structure of internal waves might also be

considered more closely. We have show that the horizontal scales of

internal waves cause most of the phase fluctuations, but the vertical

scales are obviously important in determining the correlation distaces

for a vertical acoustic array.

The significance of the nature and effect of multimode acoustic

propagation is critical in any acoustic study. It would be highly de-

sirable,for example, to predict the acoustic fluctuàtions for a moving

receiver (or due to a moving source) which is traveling through a time

and space varying multimode structure. An understanding of the inter-

action process between refractive index inhomogeneities and multiode

propagation must be a central concern in any future studyo

,
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In sunry, the major contributions of this thesis include the

following:

1. Treatment of acoustic-internal wave interaction in a wave-

guide using acoustic wave techiques.,

2. Interpretation of the interaction process of a diffraction

gra ting .

,3. Confirmtion that large acoustic fluctuations result when

the ray cycle length is an int,egral multiple of internal wave

lengths along the acoustic propagation path.

4. Recognition that amplitude and phase fluctuations in an in-

homogeneous waveguide cannot be linearly related to internal

wave statistics. Under the assumption of statistical inde-

pendence between amplitude and phase fluctuations within a

mode and between different modes, the total phase rate fluctu-

ation is a weighted sum of the phase rate fluctuations in the

individual modes. The individual modal phase rate fluctu-

ations can be related to the internal wave statistics.

5. Determation of the frequency spectrum for the phase rate

fluctuation. Over much of the frequency band the frequency

spectrum is proportional to w--\ at high frequencies it is

approximately proportional to w~l.

6. Determination of the depth dependence of the mean-square

phase rate fluctuation. Largest fluctuations occur for shallow

and deep receivers. With a source on the sound channel axis,

the miimum fluctuations occur several hundred meters below

the sOUId channel axis.

. "

t
''l
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